
EOSCONNECT Core prerequisites
Time settings

A correct time setting is necessary for the machine to work correctly because for various reasons:

Data on the machine is logged together with timestamps. These timestamps are used by other applications (e.g.,
EOSYSTEM SmartService) to visualize the data. If the machine time is incorrect, the data and the visualization are wrong,
too. In case of a single machine wrong timestamps are still correct relative to data from the same machine. However, if it is
required to visualize the data from more than one machine and the times of the machines are not synchronized the data
will not match.
To log into the authorization settings page, a token is created and transferred to the browser. This token has a lifetime, so a
created token that has been stolen is not valid forever. The lifetime of the token is validated by the browser. Therefore, if the
time of the machine differs too much from the browser time the authentication settings page cannot be reached.
Software licenses may be limited to a specified time range. If the time is wrong, it might run out too early.
Job IDs are created using the date and time. If the time is not correct, the ID may be misleading.

Computer clocks are not completely accurate. The time on an IPCs can drift by minutes a day in extreme cases. It is therefore
advisable to configure a time server (NTP server - Network Time Protocol Server).
To adjust a time server on the machine:

1. Open the Windows start menu and type in Date & time.
2. In the newly opened window Date & time click on the link on the right side to Add clocks to different time zones.
3. Select the tab Internet time and click on Change settings.
4. Activate Synchronize with an Internet time server and fill in either an internal domain time server or select one of the

predefined time servers and click on OK.

Licenses

EOSCONNECT Core uses three licenses to enable or restrict parts of its functionality:

The Core license (40194) controls basic functions. Without it, only few data will be available through the OPC and REST API
interfaces.
The Core Control license (40225) enables the execution of OPC commands, thus allowing remote control of the machine.
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The Reporting license (40001) controls the availability of the report endpoints of the REST API. These endpoints provide
summarized data about a finished build job, simplifying the analysis for the user.

The purchased licenses will be activated on the machine after its first setup. To acquire additional licenses, or renew existing ones
that are about to expire, please contact your field service technician.

Authentication

For an external program to access OPC or Web API interfaces, the program needs to authenticate itself.  

Authentication is the process of proofing the identity of a third-party. In case of an interface this probably is a third-party program
that wants to access information. Authorization is the function of specifying access rights/privileges to resources. In the case of
our interfaces, the information the third-party program wants to access. Both mechanisms are need to protect the information of
the machine from access by third-party systems or people not allowed to see them.  

In order to authenticate at the EOSCONNECT Core interfaces, the third-party program will need credentials. We refer to credentials
as a pair of identification information. An identifier and a secret. Let's see how to create them:

1. You can create a new client using the Authorization Settings. This page is secured with a login and you will need to use
your personal credentials. On EOSYSTEM machines this is 'Default Supervisor' and the password you set. As per default
this is 'eos'. On PSW machines, please use the credentials you use to log into Windows.

2. In order to create a new client, you need to provide a new distinct client ID. Please enter it in the text box. The client-ID must
only contain letters and digits but no special characters.

3. Then press the plus button.
4. A dialog will appear. You must copy the secret to a save place. The secret will never be shown to anyone after you closed

the dialog.
5. The credentials will show up in the list below. It there can be deleted if not used anymore.

It is possible to disable authentication of all APIs of EOSCONNECT Core. Deactivating authentication means that applications and
people can gather data without any credentials or passwords. For security reasons the remote commands and all web API
endpoints that can change data on the machine, are not available if authentication is switched off.  

We recommend not to disable authentication, as all data is accessible by everybody in the network. 

When you enable/disable authorization all active connections to EOSCONNECT Core will be closed temporarily.

OPC UA - Connection
This is a short documentation on how to use the EOSCONNECT Core OPC UA interface.

Connection to the OPC UA server

There are a maximum of 15 concurrent sessions at a time allowed with a total of 50 subscriptions. 
The number of operations per session is limited to 50 per second. 

In order to establish a connection to the OPC/UA interface the client must use following connection settings:

Name Value

Endpoint URL opc.tcp://si1716:4843

Security Policy Aes256Sha256RsaPss, Aes128Sha256RsaOaep, Basic256Sha256, None

Message Security Mode Sign & Encrypt

Authentication Mode
Authorization Enabled: Username and Password
Authorization Disabled: Anonymous

Caching of data

If a client is unexpectedly disconnected, it can reconnect to the server using a new session and reclaim its existing subscriptions.
All the data sent by the server while the connection was down will be re-sent once the connection has been re-established. 

The caching of data must be configured when implementing the OPC client by setting the following properties:

Name Description

https://si1716/gui/auth


Subscription.Lifetime Determines the time in milliseconds, for which the subscription object is kept alive by the
server, waiting to be reclaimed. If the connection interruption is longer than the lifetime of the
subscription, the data published by the server is lost.

DataMonitoredItem.QueueSize The queue size limits the number of publications (value changes) stored in the cache. Once
the queue is full, the values are overwritten, starting from the oldest. The length of the queue
can be individually set for each OPC tag. The maximum value is limited by the server to 7200,
enough for one hour of caching.

Status codes

The following status codes are returned for each tag or for the connection from the OPC/UA Interface:

Code Description

BadWaitingForInitialData The tag has not received any data and/or status updates from the underlying data source yet.

BadNotConnected The connection to the underlying data source could not be established or has been lost.

BadLicenseNotAvailable The current tag is not licensed.

BadNoDataAvailable The specified data point is not available at the given path on the current machine.

BadConfigurationError The tag is not correctly configured in the configuration xml file.

BadNotImplemented The data source for this tag could not be initialized.

BadNotSupported The data source for this tag is not supported on this machine.

BadTooManySessions The number of sessions/connections exceeded the maximum of 15.

BadTooManySubscriptions The number of subscriptions exceeded the maximum of 10 per session or 50 in total.

BadUnexpectedError A general error occured.

BadTooManyOperations The number of operations performed on the server exceeded the maximum of 50 per second per
session.

BadUserAccessDenied User does not have permission to perform the requested operation.

BadSessionIdInvalid The session id is not valid.

BadIdentityTokenInvalid The user identity token is not valid.

BadSubscriptionIdInvalid The subscription id is not valid.

GoodNoData The status for the tag is good but currently not data are received.

Good The data for the current tag is being received correctly.

OPC UA - Commands
The following steps can be used as a guideline on how to execute commands.

Check if a command can be executed by reading the State or StateDetailed property of the command information tag.
If the method is called but the command cannot be executed, the returned OPC status code describes the reason. The
output arguments are empty in this case.  
One of the following status codes could be returned:  

BadNotSupported - If the control system of the machine is not EOSystem.
BadUserAccessDenied - If the authorization is disabled on the machine or there was an error during authorization.
BadLicenseNotAvailable - If the Core Control licence is not available on the machine.

If the command state is "CanExecute", call the command method and provide the required input arguments.



If the method call failed, status code "Good" will be returned. The output arguments will contain details about the error.
If the method call succeeded, the following information is returned in the output arguments:

The message contains a notification if the command call succeeded or an error message.
The execution ID is used to trace the execution of the command by subscribing to the command events. Each call to
a command method generates a unique execution Id.  
Events raised by the execution of the command are assigned the same execution Id.
The return value contains an integer that indicates the result of the command execution. 
One of the following values can be returned: 

0 - The command execution was started.
1 - The machine is set to manual operating mode.
2 - There is an error on the machine.
3 - The command can not be executed in the current state of the machine.
4 - The building process is not running.
5 - The job was not found.
6 - The service key has been activated.
7 - The emergency stop was pressed.
8 - The door is open on the machine.
9 - The command is not supported by the control system of the machine.
10 - The EOSCONNECT Core Control license is not valid.
11 - The current user has no scope id assigned.
12 - An unknown error occurred trying to execute the command.
13 - Can not execute commands while the authorization is disabled.
14 - No value was provided for one or more required arguments.
15 - The control center interface is not available.
16 - The platform temperature is not ok.
17 - The PLC reports a not ready state.
18 - The command is not supported by the current machine.

During the execution of the command, the state property in its command information tag will change to "IsExecuting" and
the ExecutionId will contain the assigned execution ID.
After the command has been executed the state changes and the ExecutionId is cleared.
If the State property was checked before calling a command method, the ReturnValue should be 0.
Further progress of the command execution can be monitored by subscribing to the command events
(EOS.Machine.Software.CommandEvents).

The following machine models support the execution of commands: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P
500. 
For the commands to work, the 'Automatic operating mode' option must be turned on in EOScada. 
If it is turned off, the return value of all commands will be 1.

Command Methods

Command States
The State property is a string that indicates the simplified state of the command. It can be used to determine if a command can be
executed.

State Description

CanExecute The command can be executed.

CannotExecute The command cannot be executed.

IsExecuting The command is being executed.

The StateDetailed property is an enumeration that shows the detailed state of a command. Apart from the basic states, its values
describe why the command cannot be executed.

StateDetailed Description

0 - CanExecute The command can be executed. All preconditions are met and there are no errors.

1 - NotPossibleInManualMode The command cannot be executed because OperatingMode of the PRS is configured



to manual.

2 - ErrorActive The command cannot be executed due to an active error.

3 - ReadyFlagNotSet The enable flag for the command is not set.

4 - NotInBuildingProcess A command was executed that is supposed to manipulate the building process
(pause, stop, resume). However, the system is not in the build process.

5 - JobNotFound The building process was started with an invalid building task.

6 - ServiceKeyActive The service key is inserted and in actuator or laser position.

7 - EmergencyStopPressed The emergency stop is activated and thus the safety circuit is interrupted.

8 - DoorNotClosed The process chamber door is opened.The door safety circuit is interrupted.

9 - PlatformTemperatureNotOk The job cannot be started because the platform temperature is not ok.

10 - PlcNotifiesNotReady The command cannot be started because the PLC reports a not ready state.

11 - NotSupported The command cannot be executed because it is not supported by the current
machine.

253 - ControlCenterNotAvailable The Control Center interface is not available on the machine.

254 - IsExecuting The command is being executed.

255 - Unknown The command state is unknown.

Jobs.StartCommand.Execute
Starts a build job for the provided TaskId. 
Partial tasks cannot be started by executing this command. They can be created in EOScada by selecting a layer range of an
existing task to be built. They are meant to be used for testing and development purposes. 
While the Z axis is not coupled, the command cannot be executed (The StateDetailed property will be 3 - ReadyFlagNotSet).

Arguments Input / Output Description

TaskId Input Unique Id of the task, can obtained from the Task
endpoint in the Web API.

Status code Output Returns OPC UA status code of the method call.

Message Output Execution message of the method call describing state of
execution.

ExecutionId Output Unique id of the command execution generated on each
method call. They can be tracked by subscribing to
Command Events.

ReturnValue Output An integer that indicates the result of the command
execution.

EOS.Machine.Jobs.StartCommand.State Shows the current state of the command.
The possible values are documented
above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.Jobs.StartCommand.StateDetailed Shows the current detailed state of the
command. The possible values are
documented above the table.

string

Identifier Description Data Type



EOS.Machine.Jobs.StartCommand.ExecutionId Shows the executionId for the command
that is currently executed. The
executionId is cleared when the
command is finished.

string

Jobs.PauseCommand.Execute
Pauses the currently running build job.

Arguments Input / Output Description

Status code Output Returns OPC UA status code of the method call.

Message Output Execution message of the method call describing state of
execution.

ExecutionId Output Unique id of the command execution generated on each
method call. They can be tracked by subscribing to
Command Events.

ReturnValue Output An integer that indicates the result of the command
execution.

EOS.Machine.Jobs.PauseCommand.State Shows the current state of the command.
The possible values are documented
above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.Jobs.PauseCommand.StateDetailed Shows the current detailed state of the
command. The possible values are
documented above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.Jobs.PauseCommand.ExecutionId Shows the executionId for the command
that is currently executed. The
executionId is cleared when the
command is finished.

string

Jobs.ResumeCommand.Execute
Resumes the currently running (paused) build job.

Arguments Input / Output Description

Status code Output Returns OPC UA status code of the method call.

Message Output Execution message of the method call describing state of
execution.

ExecutionId Output Unique id of the command execution generated on each
method call. They can be tracked by subscribing to
Command Events.

ReturnValue Output An integer that indicates the result of the command
execution.

Identifier Description Data Type

Identifier Description Data Type

Identifier Description Data Type



EOS.Machine.Jobs.ResumeCommand.State Shows the current state of the command.
The possible values are documented
above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.Jobs.ResumeCommand.StateDetailed Shows the current detailed state of the
command. The possible values are
documented above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.Jobs.ResumeCommand.ExecutionId Shows the executionId for the command
that is currently executed. The
executionId is cleared when the
command is finished.

string

Jobs.StopCommand.Execute
Stops the currently running build job. The job can be stopped if the machine is in the ProcessStateAm state = [PreProcessing,
Processing, Paused, Error].  
It is not possible to stop a job if the machine changed from 'Idle' or 'PostProcessing' state to the 'Error' state.

Arguments Input / Output Description

Status code Output Returns OPC UA status code of the method call.

Message Output Execution message of the method call describing state of
execution.

ExecutionId Output Unique id of the command execution generated on each
method call. They can be tracked by subscribing to
Command Events.

ReturnValue Output An integer that indicates the result of the command
execution.

EOS.Machine.Jobs.StopCommand.State Shows the current state of the command.
The possible values are documented
above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.Jobs.StopCommand.StateDetailed Shows the current detailed state of the
command. The possible values are
documented above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.Jobs.StopCommand.ExecutionId Shows the executionId for the command
that is currently executed. The
executionId is cleared when the
command is finished.

string

ExchangeFrame.LoadCommand.Execute
Loads an exchange frame into the machine. 
On the P500 machines, this command is only supported if the machine has a neighbouring station.

Arguments Input / Output Description

Status code Output Returns OPC UA status code of the method call.

Message Output Execution message of the method call describing state of
execution.

ExecutionId Output Unique id of the command execution generated on each
method call. They can be tracked by subscribing to

Identifier Description Data Type

Identifier Description Data Type



Command Events.

ReturnValue Output An integer that indicates the result of the command
execution.

EOS.Machine.ExchangeFrame.LoadCommand.State Shows the current state of the command.
The possible values are documented
above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.ExchangeFrame.LoadCommand.StateDetailed Shows the current detailed state of the
command. The possible values are
documented above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.ExchangeFrame.LoadCommand.ExecutionId Shows the executionId for the command
that is currently executed. The
executionId is cleared when the
command is finished.

string

ExchangeFrame.UnloadCommand.Execute
Unloads the exchange frame from the machine. 
On the P500 machines, this command is only supported if the machine has a neighbouring station.

Arguments Input / Output Description

Status code Output Returns OPC UA status code of the method call.

Message Output Execution message of the method call describing state of
execution.

ExecutionId Output Unique id of the command execution generated on each
method call. They can be tracked by subscribing to
Command Events.

ReturnValue Output An integer that indicates the result of the command
execution.

EOS.Machine.ExchangeFrame.UnloadCommand.State Shows the current state of the command.
The possible values are documented
above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.ExchangeFrame.UnloadCommand.StateDetailed Shows the current detailed state of the
command. The possible values are
documented above the table.

string

EOS.Machine.ExchangeFrame.UnloadCommand.ExecutionId Shows the executionId for the command
that is currently executed. The
executionId is cleared when the
command is finished.

string

Command Events

Each command can issue events that can be observed at EOS.Machine.Software.CommandEvents. The event has the properties
that are shown below.

Time Time when the command event was sent
by the OPC server.

string

Identifier Description Data Type

Identifier Description Data Type

Identifier Description Data Type



Severity Severity of the commmand event.  
Value range: 0 to 1000.

string

Server/Object Information about the OPC server
connection and the object node. 
Format: <Server Connection>/<Object
Node>

string

Message The message text of the command event. string

Type The identifier of the command event type.

1000 - The load exchange frame
command has been called.

1001 - The unload exchange frame
command has been called.

1002 - The start job command has
been called.

1003 - The pause job command
has been called.

1004 - The stop job command has
been called.

1005 - The resume job command
has been called.

4000 - The build job was
completed.

4002 - The build job was aborted.

4004 - The exchange frame has
been unloaded.

4006 - The exchange frame has
been loaded.

4008 - The exchange frame is
being loaded.

4010 - The exchange frame is
being unloaded.

4012 - The build job was started.

4014 - The build job was paused.

4016 - The build job was resumed.

int

Command Execution Id Unique id for tracking of command
execution generated on each method call.

string

OPC UA - Data Points
This documentation always represents the latest minor version of the OPC UA interface.

Building Platform

SetPoint
The set point, that is used for building platform axis speed. If no Job is currently running the status code for this data point will be
"GoodNoData". Data is updated after a layer has been built.

Identifier Description Data Type



Path EOS.Machine.BuildingPlatform.Speed.SetPoint

DataType Double

DataUnit mm/s

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Position
The axis position of the build platform. The alignment of the platform is part of the pre-process. If the starting position is too low
the first layer could have anomalies. If it's too high the recoater could crash into the build plate.

Path EOS.Machine.BuildingPlatform.Position

DataType Double

DataUnit mm

Interval 0.1

Threshold 0.001

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500, EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Temperature
The temperature of the build platform. The heating of the platform is part of the pre-process. The temperature impacts cooling
rates which can impact part microstructure and performance.

Path EOS.Machine.BuildingPlatform.Temperature

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 5

Threshold 0.2

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500, EOS P 770, EOS P 810

TemperatureSetPoint
The set point for the temperature of the build platform. The heating of the platform is part of the pre-process. The temperature
impacts cooling rates which can impact part microstructure and performance.

Path EOS.Machine.BuildingPlatform.TemperatureSetPoint

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 5

Threshold 0.2

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Collector Platform

Position
The current position of the collector platform.



Path EOS.Machine.CollectorPlatform.Position

DataType Double

DataUnit mm

Interval 0.5

Threshold 0.5

Availability EOS M 290

Dispenser

Variant
The variant info of the dispenser.

DosageFactorSetPoint
The set point, that is used for dosage. If no Job is currently running the status code for this data point will be "GoodNoData". Data
is updated after a layer has been built.

Path EOS.Machine.Dispenser.DosageFactorSetPoint

DataType Double

DataUnit %

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

DosingChamberCount
The number of actually dosed chambers.

Path EOS.Machine.Dispenser.DosingChamberCount

DataType integer

DataUnit -

Availability EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

DosingChamberCountCalculated
The number of chambers to be dosed.

Path EOS.Machine.Dispenser.DosingChamberCountCalculated

DataType integer

DataUnit -

Availability EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

FillLevel
The current filling height of the dispenser as a percentage of the maximum filling height. This is a calculated value that takes the
shape of the dispenser and material in consideration. This calculation is an approximation that can deviate by up to 5%.

Path EOS.Machine.Dispenser.FillLevel



DataType Double

DataUnit %

Availability EOS M 400, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4

LastDosingCount
The number of the last performed dosing steps of the dispenser. One step means emptying one chamber of the dispensing
system.

Path EOS.Machine.Dispenser.LastDosingCount

DataType Int

DataUnit -

Availability EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

SetPoint
The set point, that is used for the dispenser linear axis speed. If no Job is currently running the status code for this data point will
be "GoodNoData". Data is updated after a layer has been built.

Path EOS.Machine.Dispenser.LinearAxisSpeed.SetPoint

DataType Double

DataUnit mm/s

Availability EOS M 290

SetPoint
The set point, that is used for the dispenser rotary axis speed. If no Job is currently running the status code for this data point will
be "GoodNoData". Data is updated after a layer has been built.

Path EOS.Machine.Dispenser.RotaryAxisSpeed.SetPoint

DataType Double

DataUnit °/s

Availability EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

InertGasPressure
The actual inerting pressure in Dispenser.

Path EOS.Machine.Dispenser.InertGasPressure

DataType Double

DataUnit mbar

Interval 1

Threshold 0.4

Availability EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Position
The axis position of the dispenser.



Path EOS.Machine.Dispenser.Position

DataType Double

DataUnit mm

Interval 0.1

Threshold 0.001

Availability EOS M 290

Environment

HumidityRelative
The relative humidity of the machine environment. Dependent on temperature and pressure a given volume of air can hold a
maximum amount of water vapor. The relative humidity will then be 100%. In general the relative humidity is the ratio between
between the weight of currently contained water vapor to the maximum amount.

Path EOS.Machine.Environment.HumidityRelative

DataType Double

DataUnit %

Interval 1

Threshold 0.2

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Temperature
The temperature of the room where the machine is installed. It is measured by a sensor in the machine.

Path EOS.Machine.Environment.Temperature

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 1

Threshold 0.2

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Exposure

'LaserX' represent all lasers that are available on the machine. The amount of instances that are available can be read from
EOS.Machine.Exposure.UnitCount.  
As an example the serial number of laser 1 can be read from EOS.Machine.Exposure.Laser1.ModuleVersions.SerialNumber.

Firmware
The controller firmware version of laser X.

Hardware
The controller hardware version of laser X.

Interface



The controller interface version of laser X.

MaximumOutput
The maximum output of laser X.

Firmware
The firmware version of laser X.

Model
The model of laser X.

SerialNumber
The serial number of laser X.

UnitCount
The number of exposure units.

OperatingTime
The current operating time of laser 1.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Laser1.OperatingTime

DataType double

DataUnit h

Interval 60

Threshold 1

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Temperature
The temperature of laser 1.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Laser1.Temperature

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 1

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

OperatingTime
The current operating time of laser 2.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Laser2.OperatingTime

DataType double

DataUnit h

Interval 60

Threshold 1



Availability EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4

Temperature
The temperature of laser 2.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Laser2.Temperature

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 1

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4

OperatingTime
The current operating time of laser 3.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Laser3.OperatingTime

DataType double

DataUnit h

Interval 60

Threshold 1

Availability EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4

Temperature
The temperature of laser 3.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Laser3.Temperature

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 1

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4

OperatingTime
The current operating time of laser 4.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Laser4.OperatingTime

DataType double

DataUnit h

Interval 60



Threshold 1

Availability EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4

Temperature
The temperature of laser 4.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Laser4.Temperature

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 1

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4

Temperature
The temperature of the shutter located in front of the laser 1. This temperature will increase if the laser is not aligned correctly.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Shutter1.Temperature

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 10

Threshold 0.5

Availability EOS P 500

Temperature
The temperature of the shutter located in front of the laser 2. This temperature will increase if the laser is not aligned correctly.

Path EOS.Machine.Exposure.Shutter2.Temperature

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 10

Threshold 0.5

Availability EOS P 500

Filter System

CleaningActiveState
State indicating if the filter cleaning process is currently active.

SafetyVersion
The saftey version of the filter system.

SerialNumber



The serial number of the filter system.

SoftwareVersion
The software version of the filter system.

Variant
The variant of the filter system.

FlowSetPoint
The setpoint for the flow of the turbine. This sensor is only available on RFS 2.0.

PressureSetPoint
The setpoint for the pressure of the turbine. This sensor is only available on RFS 1.3

CleaningsExecuted
The number of times that a filter cleaning was executed since the last filter change. If no Job is currently running the status code
for this data point will be "GoodNoData". Data is updated after a layer has been built. This sensor is only available for RFS 1.x.

Path EOS.Machine.FilterSystem.Filter.CleaningsExecuted

DataType Int

DataUnit -

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

CleaningsRemaining
The number of times a filter cleaning can be undertaken before a filter change is recommended. If no Job is currently running the
status code for this data point will be "GoodNoData". Data is updated after a layer has been built. This sensor is only available for
RFS 1.x.

Path EOS.Machine.FilterSystem.Filter.CleaningsRemaining

DataType Int

DataUnit -

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

PowerSetPoint
The setpoint for the power of the turbine. If no Job is currently running the status code for this data point will be "GoodNoData".
Data is updated after a layer has been built. This sensor is only available for RFS 1.x.

Path EOS.Machine.FilterSystem.Turbine.PowerSetPoint

DataType Double

DataUnit %

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Flow
The current amount of inter gas flowing through the recirculating filter system. This data is only available for RFS2.0.

Path EOS.Machine.FilterSystem.Filter.Flow

DataType Double



DataUnit m³/h

Interval 0.1

Threshold 1

Availability EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4

PressureDifferential
The pressure drop across the filter in the recirculating filter system. This value is an indicator of the degree of clogging of the filter.

Path EOS.Machine.FilterSystem.Filter.PressureDifferential

DataType Double

DataUnit mbar

Interval 1

Threshold 1

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

PressureDifferential
The pressure drop across the fine-filter in the recirculating filter system. This value is an indicator of the degree of clogging of the
filter.

Path EOS.Machine.FilterSystem.FineFilter.PressureDifferential

DataType Double

DataUnit mbar

Interval 1

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS P 500

O2Concentration
The oxygen concentration in the recirculating filter system.

Path EOS.Machine.FilterSystem.O2Concentration

DataType Double

DataUnit %

Interval 1

Threshold 0.01

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

PressureDifferential
The pressure increase created by the turbine. The increase has a direct impact on the distribution of the shield gas across the build
plate. This can impact the cooling rate as well as the ability of the shielding gas to effectively manage the powder plume while
melting. This sensor is only available for RFS 1.3.

Path EOS.Machine.FilterSystem.Turbine.PressureDifferential



DataType Double

DataUnit mbar

Interval 0.1

Threshold 1

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Inertgas

GasType
The type of inert shielding gas used in the process chamber of the machine.

FlowRateArgon
The current flow rate of the argon inert shielding gas.

Path EOS.Machine.InertGas.FlowRateArgon

DataType double

DataUnit l/min

Interval 1

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 300-4

FlowRateNitrogen
The current flow rate of the nitrogen inert shielding gas.

Path EOS.Machine.InertGas.FlowRateNitrogen

DataType double

DataUnit l/min

Interval 1

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 300-4

Position
The current proportional position of the inlet valve for the inert shielding gas.

Path EOS.Machine.InertGas.ValveInlet.Position

DataType double

DataUnit %

Interval 1

Threshold 2

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4



Info

Brand
The name of the manufacturer of the machine.

HostName
The network host name of the machine.

Material
The type of material the machine is currently equipped with.

ProcessState
The current processing state in a simplified format. Possible values are:

Idle: The machine is in idle mode and waiting for input.
Processing: The building process is running.
Error: An error occured.

ProcessStateAm
The current processing state used in additive manufacturing. Possible values are:

PreProcessing: Currently process conditions are established.
Idle: The machine is in idle mode and waiting for input.
Processing: The building process is running. Layers are built at the moment, the build process is about to be paused or it is
resuming from being paused.
Paused: The building process is paused and can be continued. This state may be triggered by the user or by the machine
after error or establishing pre process conditions.
PostProcessing: A building process has ended and now the machine is doing some finishing actions.
Error: An error occured.
Maintenance: The machine is in maintenance mode.

ProcessStateEos
The process state used by the machine internally. The values may differ for each machine.

ProductName
The product name of the machine.

RemoteControlAllowed
A boolean indicating if remote control of the machine is allowed.

SerialNumber
The serial number of the machine.

TechnicalModel
The technical model that describes that machine.

Type
The type of the machine. Possible values are:

Metal
Polymer

State
An Object containing the current information about the current machine state. The state values are represented as enumerables.
This data is only available if the OEE feature is active on the machine. You can subscribe to this root tag or to the following tags.



Path EOS.Machine.Info.State

DataType State

DataUnit -

Interval 0

Threshold 0

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

BuildJob
The current state of the build job. This value is always set even if no job is running and can be changed during the build process.
Possible values are:

NoBuildJob - No job is currently running.
ProductionJob - A production job is running.
EngineeringJob - An Engineering job is running.
QaJob - A quality assurance job is running.
RapidPrototyping - A rapid prototyping job is running.

Path EOS.Machine.Info.State.BuildJob

DataType string

DataUnit -

Interval 0

Threshold 0

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Comment
A comment related to the current set of flags. This will currently always be empty, as it is supposed for future use.

Path EOS.Machine.Info.State.Comment

DataType string

DataUnit -

Interval 0

Threshold 0

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Error
The current error state of machine. This value can be set to provide the current error state of the machine and a possible cause.
Possible values are:

NoError - The machine has no errors. A job can be started/continued.
ConsumableMissing - An error was raised due to a missing consumable (e.g. powder, inertgas)..
ResourceMissing - An error was raised due to a missing resource (e.g. no job, no operator)..
EmergencyStop - The emergency stop is active.
OperatorCaused - The operator raised an error (e.g.: wrong powder in machine, wrong settings of machine, damaged
something).



BuildCrash - An error occurred during the processing of a job and led to a crash of the machine. The machine is not able to
continue the job.
MachineError - An error was raised by the machine.
SoftwareError - An error was raised by a software component on the machine.
Facility - An error was raised due to facility problems (e.g. whole facility has no electricity or fire alarm).
Undefined - An undefined error was raised.

Path EOS.Machine.Info.State.Error

DataType string

DataUnit -

Interval 0

Threshold 0

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

IsEnabled
The current state of the OEE feature. This value indicates whether the OEE feature is currently activated on the machine.

Path EOS.Machine.Info.State.IsEnabled

DataType bool

DataUnit -

Interval 0

Threshold 0

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

IsSetManually
[OBSOLETE] Use the IsEnabled property instead. The current state of the OEE feature. This value indicates whether the OEE feature
is currently activated on the machine.

Path EOS.Machine.Info.State.IsSetManually

DataType bool

DataUnit -

Interval 0

Threshold 0

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

MachineState
The current process state of the machine. Possible values are:

NoJob - No job is currently running.
Running - A job is currently running on the machine.
PausedByUser - The current job has been paused by the user.
PausedByMachine - The current job has been paused by the machine.
PreProcessing - The machine is currently setting up the pre-conditions for a job.



PostProcessing - The machine is performing post-job operations.
Setup - The machine is currently being set up.

Path EOS.Machine.Info.State.MachineState

DataType string

DataUnit -

Interval 0

Threshold 0

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Maintenance
The current maintenance state of the machine. Possible values are:

NoMaintenance - No maintenance is currently being performed on the machine.
RegularMaintenance - A regular, planned maintenance is currently being performed on the machine.
Repair - A maintenance for repairing purposes is currently being performed on the machine.
Shutdown - The machine is being shutdown.
Upgrade - The machine is currently being upgraded.

Path EOS.Machine.Info.State.Maintenance

DataType string

DataUnit -

Interval 0

Threshold 0

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Jobs

To get information about the job that is currently built, you can subscribe to the following root tag: 'EOS.Machine.Jobs.Current'.  
To get information about the job that has been built last, you can subscribe to the following root tag: 'EOS.Machine.Jobs.Last'.  
They hold all information about the job or nothing if no job has been run.

BeamOffset
The job specific beam offset. If the laser beam travels with its center path along the nominal contour of the component during
exposure, the contour of the component increases by the radius of the curing zone of the laser beam. The beam offset
compensates this contour enlargement. It shifts the center point path of the laser beam inward.

DefaultLayerThickness
This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.

DetailsAvailable
True if details are available.

Durations
The durations of this job. This object holds the following properties:

RecoatingDuration: The time needed to recoat all layers in seconds.
ExposureDuration: The time needed to expose all layers in seconds.



HeatingDuration: The time needed to heat all layers in seconds.

Height
The current height of the job.

HeightTotal
The total height of the job.

Id
The unique id of the job as defined by the machine.

InertGasType
The selected InertGasType of the job.

IsRunning
True if the job is currently running.

LayerCount
The number of layers built until now in this job.

LayerCountTarget
The number of layers that are contained in this job. The LayerCountTarget can change during the build on PSW machines, due to
the expected addition of empty layers prior to the job.

Material
This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.

MaterialSet
This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.

MaterialSetDetails
Information about the material sets used for this job. This object holds the following properties:

MaterialSetName: The material set the job was built with (PPPMaterialName).
MaterialName: The material the job was built with.
Version: The version of the material set (PPPVersion).
ProductName: The product name of the system.
DefaultLayerThickness: The default height of a layer in this job in mm. Each layer is composed from a multiple of this.
MaterialThickness: The layer thickness for which EOS has optimized and released the material related parameters which
are used in the job. Physical unit (both for PSW and EOSYSTEM): mm
Guid: A GUID that uniquely identifies the material in custom material sets. Since the material set name can be customized
by the user, the resulting material set is uniquely identified by an automatically generated GUID.
ParentGuid: The GUID of 'parent material set' or null if there is no 'parent material set'.
CustomizedByCustomer: A flag indicating whether the material set file has been changed by the customer.
IsFinal: A flag indicating the state of a material set.

MaterialSetGuid
This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.

MaterialSetIsFinal
This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.

OffsetBottom
The offset from the bottom of the job.

OrderId



The id written by the customer into the task file. It could represent an id in the customer ERP system.

Result
The result of the job. Possible values are:

Pending: The job is still running.
Successful: The job was finished successfully.
Error: The job was interrupted because of an error.
UserCanceled: The job was canceled by the user.

ScalingBottom
The lower limit for global, linear Z-scaling in %.

ScalingTop
The upper limit for global, linear Z-scaling in %.

ScalingX
The applied scaling factor for x-dimension in %.

ScalingY
The applied scaling factor for y-dimension in %.

Starter
The user who started the job.

Task
The 'Task' is a description of the job. In terms of additive manufacturing machines, it is the task file generated and deployed by the
data preprocessing software (e.g. EOSPRINT).

TimeEnded
The time the job will end. This time is an estimation.

TimeStarted
The UTC time the job was started. Either by pressing a button, by API command or by timer.

TimeZoneInfo
Information about the time zone configured at the machine when the job was started. This object holds the following properties:

UtcOffsetHours: The offset of the time zone from UTC time. Daylight saving time is not considered for UtcOffsetHours.
TimeZoneIdLinux: The identifier of the time zone on Linux.
TimeZoneIdWindows: The identifier of the time zone on Windows. For example this can be used in .Net to instantiate a
TimeZone object which represents a specific time zone.

PLC

SerialNumber
The serial number of the PLC.

SoftwareVersion
The software version of the PLC.

Variant
The variant of the PLC.

IPC

Total



The total amount of memory available to the operating system of the IPC in gigabytes.

Load
The overall CPU load of the IPC.

Path EOS.Machine.Ipc.Cpu.Load

DataType double

DataUnit %

Interval 1

Threshold 1

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

FreeSpace
The amount of free space on the data disk of the IPC.

Path EOS.Machine.Ipc.HardDisk.FreeSpace

DataType double

DataUnit GB

Interval 60

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Used
The amount of used memory of the IPC.

Path EOS.Machine.Ipc.Memory.Used

DataType double

DataUnit %

Interval 1

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Process Chamber

DoorOpen
Indicates if the process chamber door is open.

HumidityAbsolute
The absolute humidity inside the process chamber.

Path EOS.Machine.ProcessChamber.HumidityAbsolute

DataType Double



DataUnit g/m³

Interval 1

Threshold 0.2

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Bottom
The oxygen concentration at the bottom of the process chamber.

Path EOS.Machine.ProcessChamber.O2Concentration.Bottom

DataType Double

DataUnit %

Interval 0.5

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Top
The oxygen concentration at the top of the process chamber.

Path EOS.Machine.ProcessChamber.O2Concentration.Top

DataType Double

DataUnit %

Interval 0.5

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

PressureAbsolute
The pressure in the process chamber in mbar.

Path EOS.Machine.ProcessChamber.PressureAbsolute

DataType Double

DataUnit mbar

Interval 1

Threshold 0.2

Availability EOS P 500

PressureRelative
The pressure in the process chamber relative to the environment.

Path EOS.Machine.ProcessChamber.PressureRelative

DataType Double



DataUnit mbar

Interval 0.5

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Temperature
The temperature in the process chamber.

Path EOS.Machine.ProcessChamber.Temperature

DataType Double

DataUnit °C

Interval 1

Threshold 0.2

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500, EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Recoater

SetPoint
The set point, that is used for recoater axis speed. If no Job is currently running the status code for this data point will be
"GoodNoData". Data is updated after a layer has been built.

Path EOS.Machine.Recoater.AxisSpeed.SetPoint

DataType Int

DataUnit -

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS M P 500

AxisTorque
The torque of the recoater axis.

Path EOS.Machine.Recoater.AxisTorque

DataType Double

DataUnit Nm

Interval 0.1

Threshold 0.01

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Position
The position of the recoater.

Path EOS.Machine.Recoater.Position

DataType Double



DataUnit mm

Interval 0.1

Threshold 0.1

Availability EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500, EOS P 770, EOS P 810

RollSpeedLeft
The speed the left roll of the recoater is turning.

Path EOS.Machine.Recoater.RollSpeedLeft

DataType Double

DataUnit mm/s

Interval 0.1

Threshold 1

Availability EOS P 500

RollSpeedRight
The speed the right roll of the recoater is turning.

Path EOS.Machine.Recoater.RollSpeedRight

DataType Double

DataUnit mm/s

Interval 0.1

Threshold 1

Availability EOS P 500

Software

ControlSystem
The control system on which EOSCONNECT Core is running.

PrintDomain
The print domain on the machine.

Control System
The version of the control system installed on the machine.

EOSCONNECT Core
The version of EOSCONNECT Core.

HCSService
The version of HCS service.

MachineDb Schema
The version of Machine DB schema.



MachineDb Service
The version of Machine DB service.

User Messages

In order to subscribe to messages the machine issues, you have to subscribe to the tag 'EOS.Machine.Software.UserMessages'.

AdditionalInfo
Additional service information for an event. Used by service technicians for troubleshooting issues on the machine.

Event Type
Describes the specific type of the event that was raised.

EventId
The unique event id

Id
The concatenated event id consisting of the id of the module that raised the event and the unique event id. Format: moduleId-
EventId

JobId
The id of the job that ran when the event was raised. Empty if no job was running.

Message
The text of the message.

MessageLocalized
The message translated to all available languages.

ModuleId
The id of module that raised the event.

Severity
Severity of the user event. Possible values are:

100 = Severity.Info, EventSeverity.Low
500 = Severity.Warning, EventSeverity.Medium
900 = Severity.Error, EventSeverity.High
1000 = Severity.FatalError, EventSeverity.Max

Source Name
The Machine Id and the software module that logged the user event. 
Format: <Machine Id>/<Module>

Time
The time when the message occured in UTC.

Last User Message

A node containing the last user message that was raised on the machine.

AdditionalInfo
Additional service information for an event. Used by service technicians for troubleshooting issues on the machine.

Id
The concatenated event id consisting of the id of the module that raised the event and the unique event id. Format: moduleId-
EventId



LayerHeight
The z-height of the layer where the event message occurred, null if no job was running.

LayerIndex
The index of the layer where the event message occurred, null if no job was running.

Message
The text of the message in english.

MessageLocalized
An array containing the text of the message translated in all available languages.

Severity
Severity of the user event. Possible values are:

Info
Warning
Error
FatalError

Timestamp
The time when the message occured in UTC.

Web API (v6.1)
This is the documentation, on how to access and use the Web API interface.

Endpoints

/buildingPlatform/position/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of building platform position sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.



Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/buildingPlatform/position/current

GET

Returns the current value of the building platform position sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/buildingPlatform/position/description

GET

Returns the description of the building platform position sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/buildingPlatform/speedSetPoint/{jobId}/values

GET



Returns a list of Building Platform Speed set point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/buildingPlatform/speedSetPoint/current

GET

Returns the current value of the Building Platform Speed set point.  Values are logged after the corresponding layer has been built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden



404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/buildingPlatform/speedSetPoint/description

GET

Returns the description of the Building Platform Speed set point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/buildingPlatform/temperature/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of building platform temperature sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500, EOS P 770,
EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).



401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/buildingPlatform/temperature/current

GET

Returns the current value of the building platform temperature sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500, EOS P 770,
EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/buildingPlatform/temperature/description

GET

Returns the description of the building platform temperature sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500, EOS P 770,
EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/buildingPlatform/temperatureSetPoint/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of building platform temperature set point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.



from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/buildingPlatform/temperatureSetPoint/current

GET

Returns the current value of the building platform temperature set point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/buildingPlatform/temperatureSetPoint/description

GET

Returns the description of the building platform temperature set point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:



Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/collectorPlatform/position/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of collector platform position sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/collectorPlatform/position/current

GET

Returns the current value of the collector platform position sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/collectorPlatform/position/description

GET

Returns the description of the collector platform position sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/diagnostics/logFiles

GET

Gets all log files on the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A zip file containing the logs.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

423 This error is returned if another client is requesting the resource at the same time.

424 This error is returned if requests to the HcsService fails.

500 Server Error

/diagnostics/logs

GET



Returns a list of log entries that were generated by the selected logging sources in the given time span.

Parameters:

Name Required Description

loggingSources * The machine modules the log entries should be collected for. Select 'All'
to get the logs from every logging source.

minimumLogLevel * The minimum log level that should be returned.

fromDate * Restricts the returned values by the minimum start time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

toDate * Restricts the returned values by the maximum start time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of log entries is returned.

Returns object of type: LogEntry (Array)

204 Returned if no log entries could be found.

400 Returned if the request was malformed.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/diagnostics/opc

GET

Retrieves information about the current state of the OPC server.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Success

Returns object of type: DiagnosticsSummary

/dispenser/dosageFactor/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of dispenser dosage factor set point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description



jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the set point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does  not exist.

/dispenser/dosageFactor/current

GET

Returns the current value of the dispenser dosage factor set point.  Values are logged after the corresponding layer has been built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the set point is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/dosageFactor/description

GET

Returns the description of the dispenser dosage factor set point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the set point is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/dosingChamberCount/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns the number of actually dosed chambers for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the endpoint is not supported on the machine or the job id given does  not exist.

/dispenser/dosingChamberCount/current



GET

Returns the current number of actually dosed chambers.  Values are logged after the corresponding layer has been built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the set point is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/dosingChamberCount/description

GET

Returns the description of the dosing chamber count value.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the set point is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/dosingChamberCountCalculated/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns the number of chambers to be dosed for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.



skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the endpoint is not supported on the machine or the job id given does  not exist.

/dispenser/dosingChamberCountCalculated/current

GET

Returns the current number of chambers to be dosed.  Values are logged after the corresponding layer has been built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the set point is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/dosingChamberCountCalculated/description

GET

Returns the description of the calculated dosing chamber count value.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription



401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the set point is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/fillLevel/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of dispenser fill level sensor values for a given job.  The 'Fill level' returns the current filling height of the dispenser as
a percentage of the maximum filling height.  This is a calculated value that takes the shape of the dispenser and material in
consideration.  This calculation is an approximation that can deviate by up to 5%.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/dispenser/fillLevel/current

GET

Returns the current value of the dispenser fill level sensor.  The 'Fill level' returns the current filling height of the dispenser as a
percentage of the maximum filling height.  This is a calculated value that takes the shape of the dispenser and material in
consideration.  This calculation is an approximation that can deviate by up to 5%.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:



Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/fillLevel/description

GET

Returns the description of the dispenser fill level sensor.  The 'Fill level' returns the current filling height of the dispenser as a
percentage of the maximum filling height.  This is a calculated value that takes the shape of the dispenser and material in
consideration.  This calculation is an approximation that can deviate by up to 5%.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/inertGasPressure/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of dispenser inert gas pressure sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,



a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/dispenser/inertGasPressure/current

GET

Returns the current value of the dispenser inert gas pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/inertGasPressure/description

GET

Returns the description of the dispenser inert gas pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.



/dispenser/lastDosingCount/current

GET

Returns the current value of the dispenser last dosing count value.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the value is not available on the machine.

/dispenser/lastDosingCount/description

GET

Returns the description of the last dosing count value.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/dispenser/linearAxisSpeedSetPoint/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of Linear Dispenser Axis Speed set point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.



take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/dispenser/linearAxisSpeedSetPoint/current

GET

Returns the current value of the Linear Dispenser Axis Speed set point.  Values are logged after the corresponding layer has been
built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/linearAxisSpeedSetPoint/description

GET

Returns the description of the Linear Dispenser Axis Speed set point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized



403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/moduleVersions

GET

Returns the dispenser module information.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500, EOS P 770,
EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The dispenser module information is returned.

Returns object of type: DispenserModuleVersions

204 Returned when the dispenser variant is not available.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/dispenser/position/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of dispenser position sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)



400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/dispenser/position/current

GET

Returns the current value of the dispenser position sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/position/description

GET

Returns the description of the dispenser position sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/rotaryAxisSpeedSetPoint/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of Rotary Dispenser Axis Speed set point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.



from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/dispenser/rotaryAxisSpeedSetPoint/current

GET

Returns the current value of the Rotary Dispenser Axis Speed set point.  Values are logged after the corresponding layer has been
built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/dispenser/rotaryAxisSpeedSetPoint/description

GET

Returns the description of the Rotary Dispenser Axis Speed set point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/environment/relativeHumidity/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of environment relative humidity sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/environment/relativeHumidity/current

GET



Returns the current value of the environment relative humidity sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/environment/relativeHumidity/description

GET

Returns the description of the environment relative humidity sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/environment/temperature/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of environment temperature sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.



take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/environment/temperature/current

GET

Returns the current value of the environment temperature sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/environment/temperature/description

GET

Returns the description of the environment temperature sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.



/exposure/calibrations/{jobId}

GET

Get the list of calibration data produced by a certain job. Please refer to the data model for further details on  the calibration
process.
The calibration process is applied to each galvanometer of a scanner unit separately. One galvanometer of a scanner unit is used
to deflect the laser beam in one direction (x or y). During calibration, correction values are calculated to compensate location and
gain drift of a galvanometer due to temperature and aging. During the calibration process the actual positions of two or three
shades mounted onto the galvanometer axis are measured using a light barrier. These measured positions are available via the
properties Shade1, Shade2, and Shade3 of properties GalvoX and GalvoY, respectively. Please note that some machines have only
two shades. By comparing the positions measured during the calibration process two reference values for the shade positions,
gain and offset corrections are calculated and applied. Calibration or homeIn parameters (e.g. whether calibration is enabled or the
frequency of calibrations) can be configured by the user and may thus be different for each job. 
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returns a list of calibration data for the requested job ID.

Returns object of type: Calibration (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned when no calibration data with the given ID is found.

/exposure/laser/{laserNumber}/controller/moduleVersions

GET

Gets the module information of the controller specified by the laser number.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

laserNumber * The laser number you want to get the controller module information for.

Response codes:

Name Description



200 Returns the module information of the controller specified by the laser number.

Returns object of type: ControllerModuleVersions

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the given laser number does not exist.

/exposure/laser/{laserNumber}/maximumOutput

GET

Gets the maximum output in W of the laser specified by the laser number.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

laserNumber * The laser number you want to get the maximum output for.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returns the maximum output of the laser specified by the laser number.

Returns object of type: imaginary model

204 Returned when the maximum output data is not available.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the machine does not support the endpoint or the given laser number does not exist.

/exposure/laser/{laserNumber}/moduleVersions

GET

Gets the module information of the laser specified by the laser number.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

laserNumber * The laser number you want to get the module information for.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returns the module information of the laser specified by the laser number.

Returns object of type: LaserModuleVersions



401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the machine does not support the endpoint or the given laser number does not exist.

/exposure/laser/{laserNumber}/operatingTime/current

GET

Gets the operating time in hours of the laser specified by the laser number.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

laserNumber * The laser number you want to get the operating time for.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returns the current operating time of the laser specified by the laser number.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 Returned when there is no operating time data available.

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the machine does not support the endpoint or the given laser number does not exist.

/exposure/laser/{laserNumber}/temperature/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of laser temperature sensor values for a given job and a given laser number.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

laserNumber * The laser number you want to get the temperature for.

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be



skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the machine does not support the endpoint, the given laser number does not exist,  the job with
the given ID does not exist, or the laser temperature sensor does not exist in the database.

/exposure/laser/{laserNumber}/temperature/current

GET

Gets the current temperature in °C of the laser specified by the laser number.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

laserNumber * The laser number you want to get the temperature for.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returns the current temperature of the laser specified by the laser number.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the machine does not support the endpoint or the given laser number does not exist.

/exposure/laser/{laserNumber}/temperature/description

GET

Returns the description of the laser temperature sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:



Name Required Description

laserNumber * The laser number you want to get the sensor description for.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the machine does not support the endpoint or the given laser number does not exist.

/exposure/laserPowerMeasurements/{jobId}

GET

Returns a list of laser power measurements for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of laser power measurements is returned or nothing if no laser power were found.

Returns object of type: LaserPowerMeasurement (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the given job id does not exist.

/exposure/shutter/{shutterNumber}/temperature/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of shutter temperature sensor values for a given job and a given shutter number.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500



Parameters:

Name Required Description

shutterNumber * The shutter number you want to get the temperature for.

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine, or the shutter number or job  Id does not exist.

/exposure/shutter/{shutterNumber}/temperature/current

GET

Gets the current temperature in °C of the shutter specified by the laser number.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

shutterNumber * The shutter number you want to get the temperature for.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returns the current temperature of the shutter specified by the shutter number.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).



401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the given shutter number  does not exist.

/exposure/shutter/{shutterNumber}/temperature/description

GET

Returns the description of the shutter temperature sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

shutterNumber * The shutter number you want to get the sensor description for.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the given shutter number  does not exist.

/exposure/unitCount

GET

Gets the count of the installed exposure units in the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returns the count of the installed exposure units in the machine.

Returns object of type: imaginary model

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/filterSystem/filter/filterCleaningActiveState/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of Filter Cleaning Active State data point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:



Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/filterSystem/filter/filterCleaningActiveState/current

GET

Returns the current value of the Filter Cleaning Active State data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/filter/filterCleaningActiveState/description

GET

Returns the description of the Filter Cleaning Active State data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/filter/filterCleaningsExecuted/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of Filter Cleanings Executed data point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for
RFS 1.x.

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/filterSystem/filter/filterCleaningsExecuted/current



GET

Returns the current value of the Filter Cleanings Executed data point.  Values are logged after the corresponding layer has been
built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for
RFS 1.x.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/filter/filterCleaningsExecuted/description

GET

Returns the description of the Filter Cleanings Executed data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for
RFS 1.x.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/filter/filterCleaningsRemaining/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of Filter Cleanings Remaining data point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for
RFS 1.x.

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.



to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/filterSystem/filter/filterCleaningsRemaining/current

GET

Returns the current value of the Filter Cleanings Remaining data point.  Values are logged after the corresponding layer has been
built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for
RFS 1.x.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/filter/filterCleaningsRemaining/description

GET

Returns the description of the Filter Cleanings Remaining data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for
RFS 1.x.

Response codes:



Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/filter/flow/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of values of the amount of inert gas flowing through the recirculating filter system for the given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for RFS 2.0

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the endpoint is not supported on the machine or the job id given does  not exist.

/filterSystem/filter/flow/current

GET

Returns the current amount of inert gas flowing through the recirculating filter system.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for RFS 2.0



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the set point is not supported on the machine or if no initial data has been written yet.

/filterSystem/filter/flow/description

GET

Returns the description of the sensor for the flow of inert gas in the recirculating filter system.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for RFS 2.0.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The set point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the set point is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/filter/pressureDifferential/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of filter pressure sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,



all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/filterSystem/filter/pressureDifferential/current

GET

Returns the current value of the filter pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/filter/pressureDifferential/description

GET

Returns the description of the filter pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/filterFine/pressureDifferential/{jobId}/values



GET

Returns a list of fine filter pressure sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/filterSystem/filterFine/pressureDifferential/current

GET

Returns the current value of the fine filter pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.



/filterSystem/filterFine/pressureDifferential/description

GET

Returns the description of the fine filter pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/moduleVersions

GET

Returns the module information of the filter system.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The module information of the filter system is returned.

Returns object of type: FilterSystemModuleVersions

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/filterSystem/o2Concentration/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of filter system O2 concentration sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.



skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/filterSystem/o2Concentration/current

GET

Returns the current value of the filter system O2 concentration sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/o2Concentration/description

GET

Returns the description of the filter system O2 concentration sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized



403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/turbine/flowSetPoint/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of setpoints for the flow of the turbine of the filter system for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for RFS 2.0.

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the setpoint is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/filterSystem/turbine/flowSetPoint/current

GET

Returns the current value of the setpoint for the flow of the turbine of the filter system.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for RFS 2.0.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The setpoint value is returned.



Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the setpoint is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/turbine/flowSetPoint/description

GET

Returns the description of the setpoint for the flow of the turbine of the filter system.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only available for RFS 2.0.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The setpoint description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the setpoint is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/turbine/power/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of setpoints for the power of the turbine of the filter system for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS P 500, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only
available for RFS 1.x.

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:



Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the setpoint is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/filterSystem/turbine/power/current

GET

Returns the current value of the setpoint for the power of the turbine of the filter system.  Values are logged after the corresponding
layer has been built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290,EOS P 500, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only
available for RFS 1.x.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The setpoint value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the setpoint is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/turbine/power/description

GET

Returns the description of the setpoint for the power of the turbine of the filter system.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS P 500, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This endpoint is only
available for RFS 1.x.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The setpoint description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the setpoint is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/turbine/pressureDifferential/{jobId}/values



GET

Returns a list of turbine pressure sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This sensor is only available on RFS
1.3.

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/filterSystem/turbine/pressureDifferential/current

GET

Returns the current value of the turbine pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4 This sensor is only available on RFS
1.3.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden



404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/turbine/pressureDifferential/description

GET

Returns the description of the turbine pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4 This sensor is only available on RFS
1.3.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/turbine/pressureSetPoint/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of setpoints for the pressure of the turbine of the filter system for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This sensor is only available on RFS
1.3.

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)



400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the setpoint is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/filterSystem/turbine/pressureSetPoint/current

GET

Returns the current value of the setpoint for the pressure of the turbine of the filter system.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This sensor is only available on RFS
1.3.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The setpoint value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the setpoint is not supported on the machine.

/filterSystem/turbine/pressureSetPoint/description

GET

Returns the description of the setpoint for the pressure of the turbine of the filter system.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4. This sensor is only available on RFS
1.3.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The setpoint description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the setpoint is not supported on the machine.

/inertGas/flowArgon/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of argon flow rate sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description



jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/inertGas/flowArgon/current

GET

Returns the current flow rate of the argon inert shielding gas in l/min.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The current flow rate of the argon inert shielding gas.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/inertGas/flowArgon/description

GET

Returns the description of the flow rate of the argon inert shielding gas sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/inertGas/flowNitrogen/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of nitrogen flow rate sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/inertGas/flowNitrogen/current

GET



Returns the current flow rate of the nitrogen inert shielding gas in l/min.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The current flow rate of the nitrogen inert shielding gas.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/inertGas/flowNitrogen/description

GET

Returns the description of the flow rate of the nitrogen inert shielding gas sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/inertGas/gasType/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns the historical data of inert shielding gas type during the specified job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId *

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The name of the inert shielding gas type.

Returns object of type: string

401 Unauthorized



403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned when the specified job does not exist on the machine.

/inertGas/gasType/current

GET

Returns the current inert shielding gas type.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The name of the current inert shielding gas type.

Returns object of type: string

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/inertGas/gasType/description

GET

Returns the description of the type of inert shielding gas used in the process chamber of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810; EOS P 900

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/inertGas/valveInlet/position/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of proportional position of the inert shielding gas inlet valve sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400-4, EOS M 400

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-



12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/inertGas/valveInlet/position/current

GET

Returns the current proportional position of the inert shielding gas inlet valve in %.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400-4, EOS M 400

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The proportional position of the inert shielding gas inlet valve.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/inertGas/valveInlet/position/description

GET

Returns the description of the proportional position of the inert shielding gas inlet valve sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 400-4, EOS M 400

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription



401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/info

GET

Retrieves the system information.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The info about the system.

Returns object of type: Info

/info/brand

GET

Returns the brand of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The brand of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read  or the brand is not defined.

/info/hostName

GET

Returns the host name of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The host name of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read  or the host name is not defined.

/info/inertGasType

GET



Returns the inert gas type of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The inert gas type of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read  or the inert gas type is not defined.

/info/material

GET

Returns the type of material the machine is using.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The material type of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read  or the material type is not defined.

/info/moduleVersions

GET

Returns the versions of the software and hardware modules installed on the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The version information is returned, or an empty list if no modules are registered.

Returns object of type: string

/info/processState

GET

Returns the process state of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The process state of the machine is returned.



Returns object of type: ProcessState

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read or the process state is  unknown.

/info/processStateAM

GET

Returns the process state AM of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The process state AM of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: ProcessStateAm

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read or the process state AM is  unknown.

/info/processStateEOS

GET

Returns the process state EOS of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The process state EOS of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: ProcessStateEos

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read or the process state EOS is  unknown.

/info/productName

GET

Returns the product name of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The product name of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read  or the product name is not defined.

/info/remoteControlAllowed

GET



Returns a boolean indicating if remote control of the machine is allowed.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A boolean indicating if remote control of the machine is allowed is returned.

Returns object of type: imaginary model

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/info/serialNumber

GET

Returns the serial number of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The serial number of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read  or the serial number is not defined.

/info/state

GET

Gets the historical record of the machine states during the provided time range.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

fromDate Restricts the returned values by the minimum start time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

toDate Restricts the returned values by the maximum start time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 200 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:



Name Description

200 A list of machine states.

Returns object of type: State (Array)

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/info/state/{jobId}

GET

Gets the historical record of the machine states during the provided time range for a specific job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier the machine state should be retrieved for.

fromDate Restricts the returned values by the minimum start time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

toDate Restricts the returned values by the maximum start time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 200 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of machine states.

Returns object of type: State (Array)

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned when the specified job was not found.

/info/state/current

GET

Gets current machine state.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:



Name Description

200 The current machine state.

Returns object of type: State

400 This code is returned when the OEE functionality is disabled on the machine and no state can be  returned.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/info/technicalModel

GET

Returns the technical model of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The technical model of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: MachineModel

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read  or the technical model is not defined.

/info/type

GET

Returns the type of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The type of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: MachineType

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read  or the type is not defined.

/ipc/cpu/load/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of IPC CPU load data point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-



09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/ipc/cpu/load/current

GET

Returns the current value of the IPC CPU load data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/ipc/cpu/load/description

GET

Returns the description of the IPC CPU load data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description



200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/ipc/hardDisk/freeSpace/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of IPC hard disk free space data point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/ipc/hardDisk/freeSpace/current

GET

Returns the current value of the IPC hard disk free space data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/ipc/hardDisk/freeSpace/description

GET

Returns the description of the IPC hard disk free space data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/ipc/memory/total/current

GET

Returns the current value of the IPC memory total data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the total amount of memory could not be retrieved from the IPC.

/ipc/memory/total/description

GET

Returns the description of the IPC memory total data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/ipc/memory/used/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of IPC memory usage data point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/ipc/memory/used/current

GET



Returns the current value of the IPC memory used data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/ipc/memory/used/description

GET

Returns the description of the IPC memory used data point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/jobs

GET

Returns a list of jobs that have been run on this machine.
The returned jobs provide an overview of all jobs that have been run on this machine. 
If the returned job contains additional job detail, this can be obtained using the /jobs/{jobId} endpoint. 
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

fromDate Restricts the returned values by the minimum start time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

toDate Restricts the returned values by the maximum start time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

jobResult Filter for jobs that have the specified jobResult

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records



will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of jobs is returned or nothing if no jobs were found.

Returns object of type: Job (Array)

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/jobs/{jobId}

DELETE

Deletes a job from the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The ID of the job to be deleted (as the jobs get method returns it).

Response codes:

Name Description

204 This code is returned when the job is successfully deleted.

400 This code is returned when the job can not be deleted because it is in use or it doesn't exist.

401 Unauthorized

403 This code is returned when the authentication is not enabled.

500 This code is returned when an error occured.

GET

Get a specific job by its job id.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

Response codes:



Name Description

200 Success

Returns object of type: JobDetail

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned, when no job with the given id is found.

/jobs/{jobId}/export

GET

Returns an exported copy of the job for the provided job id.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

exportHomeInData Adds the HomeIn data to the export if true.

exportSensorData Adds sensor data to the export if true.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Success

Returns object of type: string

400 This code is returned when the export fails with a known error.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned when there is no job with the provided ID, or the job database is corrupted.

500 This code is returned when the job export fails with an unknown error.

/jobs/{jobId}/indications

GET

Gets the indications of a job as csv files within one a zip file.
Indications point out areas with possible irregularities in a specific layer of the build job. They are detected with algorithms based
on the images that are taken during building process.  

This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:



Name Required Description

jobId * The jobId.

types * The categories of indications that can be retrieved. 

PowderBed: Indications based on the powder bed images.

ExposureOT: Indications based on the ExposureOT images.

MeltPool: Indications based on the melt pool images.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 10000 records will be returned. If less records are
available, all of them are returned. A maximum of 10000 is allowed.

strict If true this endpoint will return Bad Request 400 if any error occurs while
requesting data from the monitoring system. For example if the
monitoring system is not installed. 
If false no error will be reported and the result will just contain the items
of the successful requests.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A zip file containing the indications.

204 No content will be returned when no indications have been found.

400 This error is returned if any request to the monitoring system fails.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/jobs/{jobId}/partStatistics

GET

Gets the part statistics of a job as csv files within one a zip file.
Provides statistics about a layer of a part regarding the grey values.  

This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The jobId.

types * The categories of part statistics that can be retrieved.  

ExposureOT: part statistics based on the ExposureOT images.

MeltPool: part statistics based on the melt pool images.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.



take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 200000 records will be returned. If less records are
available, all of them are returned. A maximum of 200000 is allowed.

strict If true this endpoint will return Bad Request 400 if any error occurs while
requesting data from the monitoring system. For example if the
monitoring system is not installed. 
If false no error will be reported and the result will just contain the items
of the successful requests.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A zip file containing the part statistics.

204 No content will be returned when no part statistics have been found.

400 This error is returned if any request to the monitoring system fails.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/jobs/current

GET

Gets the job that is currently running.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The current job is returned or nothing if no job was found.

Returns object of type: JobDetail

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/jobs/first

GET

Gets the first ever job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The first ever built job, or nothing if no job has been finished yet.

Returns object of type: JobDetail

401 Unauthorized



403 Forbidden

/jobs/last

GET

Gets the last finished job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The last finished job is returned or nothing if no job was found.

Returns object of type: JobDetail

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/layers/{jobId}

GET

Returns a list of layers for a given job.
The first layer of each job will have index 1. 
When using a metal machine, each layer starts with exposing and then does the recoating. The first layer for each job for this
machine exposes the building platform, the others expose the recoated surface. On a polymer machine, each layer starts by
recoating and then exposing it to the laser(s). 
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

startIndex Restricts the result set to a minimum index.

endIndex Restricts the result set to a maximum index.

startHeight Restricts the result set to minimum height in mm.

endHeight Restricts the result set to a maximum height in mm.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of layers is returned or nothing if no layers were found.

Returns object of type: Layer (Array)



400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the given job id does not exist.

/layers/{jobId}/images/download

GET

Retrieves the images taken during a build job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

types * The types of images that can be retrieved.  

PowderBedAfterRecoating: An image of the powder bed after
recoating.

PowderBedAfterExposure: An image of the powder bed after
exposure.

PowderBedBeforeRecoating:An image of the powder bed before
recoating. This is only available on EOS P 500.

ExposureOTIntegral: An image of the OT(optical tomography) with
integral gray value.

ExposureOTMaximum: An image of the OT(optical tomography)
with maximum gray value.

MeltPoolMovingAverage1: An image of the melt pool with moving
average aggregator 1.

MeltPoolMovingAverage2: An image of the melt pool with moving
average aggregator 2.

MeltPoolSignalDynamics: An image of the melt pool with signal
dynamics aggregator.

startLayer * The starting layer for image retrieval. A minimum of 1 is required for this
parameter.

endLayer * The end layer for image retrieval. The end layer might not be greater than
the start layer.

fileType The images will be provided in this file type. If nothing is provided 'jpeg'
will be used.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 200 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned. A maximum of 200 is allowed.

strict If true this endpoint will return Bad Request 400 if any error occurs while
requesting data from the monitoring system. For example if the
monitoring system is not installed. 



If false no error will be reported and the result will just contain the items
of the successful requests.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A zip file containing the images.

400 This error is returned if any request to the monitoring system fails.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if no image matching the filter could be found.

/layers/{jobId}/images/metadata

GET

Retrieves the metadata for the images taken during a build job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

types * The types of images that can be retrieved.. 

PowderBedAfterRecoating: An image of the powder bed after
recoating.

PowderBedAfterExposure: An image of the powder bed after
exposure.

PowderBedBeforeRecoating:An image of the powder bed before
recoating. This is only available on EOS P 500.

ExposureOTIntegral: An image of the OT(optical tomography) with
integral gray value.

ExposureOTMaximum: An image of the OT(optical tomography)
with maximum gray value.

MeltPoolMovingAverage1: An image of the melt pool with moving
average aggregator 1.

MeltPoolMovingAverage2: An image of the melt pool with moving
average aggregator 2.

MeltPoolSignalDynamics: An image of the melt pool with signal
dynamics aggregator.

startLayer * The starting layer for image retrieval. A minimum of 1 is required for this
parameter.

endLayer * The end layer for image retrieval. The end layer might not be greater than
the start layer.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.



take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 200 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned. A maximum of 200 is allowed.

strict If true this endpoint will return Bad Request 400 if any error occurs while
requesting data from the monitoring system. For example if the
monitoring system is not installed. 
If false no error will be reported and the result will just contain the items
of the successful requests.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of Images.

Returns object of type: Images

400 This error is returned if any request to the monitoring system fails.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if no image matching the filter could be found.

/layers/{jobId}/indications/{layerIndex}

GET

Retrieves the indications for images taken during a build job.
Indications point out areas with possible irregularities in a specific layer of the build job. They are detected with algorithms based
on the images that are taken during building process.  

This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

layerIndex * The index of the layer.

types * The categories of indications that can be retrieved. 

PowderBed: Indications based on the powder bed images.

ExposureOT: Indications based on the ExposureOT images.

MeltPool: Indications based on the melt pool images.

strict If true this endpoint will return Bad Request 400 if any error occurs while
requesting data from the monitoring system. For example if the
monitoring system is not installed. 
If false no error will be reported and the result will just contain the items
of the successful requests.

Response codes:

Name Description



200 A list of Indications.

Returns object of type: Indication (Array)

400 This error is returned if any request to the monitoring system fails.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/layers/{jobId}/partStatistics/{layerIndex}

GET

Retrieves the part statistics for one layer of a build job.
Provides statistics about a layer of a part regarding the grey values.  

This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

layerIndex * The index of the layer.

types * The categories of part statistics that can be retrieved.  

ExposureOT: part statistics based on the ExposureOT images.

MeltPool: part statistics based on the melt pool images.

strict If true this endpoint will return Bad Request 400 if any error occurs while
requesting data from the monitoring system. For example if the
monitoring system is not installed. 
If false no error will be reported and the result will just contain the items
of the successful requests.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of part statistics.

Returns object of type: PartStatistic (Array)

400 This error is returned if any request to the monitoring system fails.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/layers/current

GET

Returns the layer currently being built by the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The current layer is returned.

Returns object of type: Layer

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error occurs if the machine is not currently building a layer.

/maintenance/certificate

POST

Updates certificate that is used by EOSCONNECT Core.
The new certificate is uploaded to the machine, added to the certificate store and set in the configuration of EOSCONNECT core  
Important: The certificate will only be used after a restart of the machine.  

This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 This code is returned when the certificate has been successfully uploaded.

400 This code is returned when the certificate didn't pass validation or cannot be used.

401 Unauthorized

403 This code is returned when the authentication is not enabled.

500 This code is returned when the upload failed.

/maintenance/licenses

GET

Returns information about all installed licenses on the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Success

Returns object of type: LicenseInfo

404 This code is returned when no licenses are found.

/maintenance/licenses/request

GET

Creates a new RaC file for requesting licenses for the first found container on the machine.



This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returned when a new license request file was successfully created.

/maintenance/licenses/update

POST

Updates the machine licenses using the uploaded RaU file.  The provided file must be of *.WinCmRaU type.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810. A machine restart is required in order for the new licenses to be activated.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returned when a the new license file was uploaded and the licenses were successfully updated.

400 Returned when a no file was provided with the request.

415 Returned when the provided file was of the wrong type.

/images/download/{jobId}

GET

Retrieves the images taken during a build job.
This endpoint is deprecated, please use '/layers/{jobId}/images/download' instead. 
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

imageTypes * The types of images that can be retrieved.  

PowderBedAfterRecoating: An image of the powder bed after
recoating.

PowderBedAfterExposure: An image of the powder bed after
exposure.

startLayer * The starting layer for image retrieval. A minimum of 1 is required for this
parameter.

endLayer * The end layer for image retrieval. The end layer might not be greater than
the start layer.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 200 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned. A maximum of 200 is allowed.



Response codes:

Name Description

200 Success

400 Bad Request

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

/images/metadata/{jobId}

GET

Retrieves the metadata for the images taken during a build job.
This endpoint is deprecated, please use '/layers/{jobId}/images/metadata' instead.  
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

imageTypes * The types of images that can be retrieved. 

PowderBedAfterRecoating: An image of the powder bed after
recoating.

PowderBedAfterExposure: An image of the powder bed after
exposure.

startLayer * The starting layer for image retrieval. A minimum of 1 is required for this
parameter.

endLayer * The end layer for image retrieval. The end layer might not be greater than
the start layer.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 200 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned. A maximum of 200 is allowed.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Success

Returns object of type: JobImages

400 Bad Request

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden



404 Not Found

/parts/{jobId}

GET

Get the list of parts produced by a certain job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returns a list of parts for the requested job ID.

Returns object of type: Part (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned when no job with the given ID is found.

/parts/{jobId}/{partId}/exposureTimes

GET

Get the list of exposure times for a given part and job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The job identifier.

partId * The part identifier.

startIndex Restricts the result set to a minimum layer index.

endIndex Restricts the result set to a maximum layer index.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or 0 is provided, no records
will be skipped.



take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Returns a list of exposureTimes for the requested job ID and part ID.

Returns object of type: PartLayer (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned when no job or part with the given ID is found.

/plc/moduleVersions

GET

Returns the module information of the PLC.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The module information of the PLC is returned.

Returns object of type: PlcModuleVersions

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/processChamber/humidityAbsolute/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of process chamber absolute humidity sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.



skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/processChamber/humidityAbsolute/current

GET

Returns the current value of the process chamber absolute humidity sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/humidityAbsolute/description

GET

Returns the description of the process chamber absolute humidity sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized



403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/o2ConcentrationBottom/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of process chamber bottom O2 concentration sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/processChamber/o2ConcentrationBottom/current

GET

Returns the current value of the process chamber bottom O2 concentration sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.



Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/o2ConcentrationBottom/description

GET

Returns the description of the process chamber bottom O2 concentration sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/o2ConcentrationTop/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of process chamber top O2 concentration sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description



200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/processChamber/o2ConcentrationTop/current

GET

Returns the current value of the process chamber top O2 concentration sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/o2ConcentrationTop/description

GET

Returns the description of the process chamber top O2 concentration sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/pressureAbsolute/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of process chamber absolute pressure sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Parameters:



Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/processChamber/pressureAbsolute/current

GET

Returns the current value of the process chamber absolute pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/pressureAbsolute/description

GET

Returns the description of the process chamber absolute pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500



Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/pressureRelative/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of process chamber relative pressure sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/processChamber/pressureRelative/current



GET

Returns the current value of the process chamber relative pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/pressureRelative/description

GET

Returns the description of the process chamber relative pressure sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/temperature/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of process chamber temperature sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be



skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/processChamber/temperature/current

GET

Returns the current value of the process chamber temperature sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/processChamber/temperature/description

GET

Returns the description of the process chamber temperature sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized



403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/axisSpeedSetPoint/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of Recoater Axis Speed set point values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not exist.

/recoater/axisSpeedSetPoint/current

GET

Returns the current value of the Recoater Axis Speed set point.  Values are logged after the corresponding layer has been built.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point value is returned.



Returns object of type: SensorValue

204 This code is returned if no job is running or if no initial data has been written yet.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/axisSpeedSetPoint/description

GET

Returns the description of the Recoater Axis Speed set point.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The data point description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the data point is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/axisTorque/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of recoater axis torque sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:



Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/recoater/axisTorque/current

GET

Returns the current value of the recoater axis torque sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/axisTorque/description

GET

Returns the description of the recoater axis torque sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/position/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of recoater position sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810



Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/recoater/position/current

GET

Returns the current value of the recoater position sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/position/description



GET

Returns the description of the recoater position sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/rollSpeedLeft/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of recoater roll speed left sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-
12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden



404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/recoater/rollSpeedLeft/current

GET

Returns the current value of the recoater roll speed left sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/rollSpeedLeft/description

GET

Returns the description of the recoater roll speed left sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/rollSpeedRight/{jobId}/values

GET

Returns a list of recoater roll speed right sensor values for a given job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * The identifier of the job during which the values were recorded.

from Restricts the returned values to the given minimum time. Example: '2018-
09-18T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2018-09-18T00:00:00.000+01:00' for
UTC+1.

to Restricts the returned values to the given maximum time. Example: '2020-



12-24T00:00:00.000Z' for UTC or '2020-12-24T00:00:00.000-10:00' for
UTC-10.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 5000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description

200 A list of values is returned or nothing if no values were logged.

Returns object of type: SensorValue (Array)

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine or the job id given does not  exist.

/recoater/rollSpeedRight/current

GET

Returns the current value of the recoater roll speed right sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor value is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorValue

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/recoater/rollSpeedRight/description

GET

Returns the description of the recoater roll speed right sensor.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The sensor description is returned.

Returns object of type: SensorDescription



401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This error is returned if the sensor is not supported on the machine.

/reports/events/{jobId}

POST

Creates an event report for the given job as a PDF file stream.  A report cannot be requested for a running job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * Identifier for the job.

format The format that the report should be streamed in. Currently supported
format is PDF. The default value is "PDF"

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The report was created and a file stream is returned.

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax) or  when the report was
requested for a running job.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned, when no job with the given id is found.

503 The required license is not available.

/reports/job/{jobId}

POST

Creates a full job quality report for the given job as a PDF file stream.  A report cannot be requested for a running job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * Identifier for the job.

format The format that the report should be streamed in. Currently supported
format is PDF. The default value is "PDF"

Response codes:

Name Description



200 A report was created and a file stream is returned.

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax) or  when the report was
requested for a running job.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned, when no job with the given id is found.

503 The required license is not available.

/reports/parts/{jobId}

POST

Creates a parts report for the given job and parts as a PDF file stream.  A report cannot be requested for a running job.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

jobId * Identifier for the job.

format The format that the report should be streamed in. Currently supported
format is PDF. The default value is "PDF"

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The report was created and a file stream is returned.

400 The server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g. malformed request syntax) or  when the report was
requested for a running job.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

404 This code is returned, when no job with the given id is found.

415 This code is returned, when no data/part list object is provided in the body.   It is also returned if the content-type is
wrong or not specified in the request header.

503 The required license is not available.

/software/controlSystem

GET

Returns the control system of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description



200 The control system of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: ControlSystem

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read.

/software/printDomain

GET

Returns the print domain of the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The print domain of the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the system information could not be read  or the print domain is not defined.

/software/userMessages

GET

Returns a list of user messages
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Parameters:

Name Required Description

severity The severity (all, info, warning, error, fatalerror).

language The language in which the user messages should be provided. The
default language is English.

fromDate Restricts the messages to only return user messages after the specified
fromDate.

toDate Restricts the messages to only return user messages before the specified
toDate.

jobId Filters for messages of one specific job. Enter "none" to get all messages
that are not related to any job.

skip The start number for pagination. If no value or "0" given no record will be
skipped.

take The number of records to be returned per request. If no value is provided,
a maximum of 1000 records will be returned. If less records are available,
all of them are returned.

Response codes:

Name Description



200 A list of messages is returned or nothing if no messages exist.

Returns object of type: UserMessage (Array)

400 An unsupported language was provided, or the server cannot process the request due to a client error (e.g.
malformed request syntax).

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

/software/versions/controlSystem

GET

Returns the version of the control system on the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The version of the control system on the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

/software/versions/eosconnectCore

GET

Returns the version of EOSCONNECT Core on the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The version of EOSCONNECT Core on the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the software module information could not be read.

/software/versions/hcsService

GET

Returns the version of the HCS service on the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The version of the HCS service on the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the software module information could not be read.



/software/versions/machineDbSchema

GET

Returns the version of the MachineDb schema on the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The version of the MachineDb schema on the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the software module information could not be read.

/software/versions/machineDbService

GET

Returns the version of the MachineDb service on the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 396, EOS P 500,
EOS P 770, EOS P 810

Response codes:

Name Description

200 The version of the MachineDb service on the machine is returned.

Returns object of type: string

404 This error is returned if the software module information could not be read.

/tasks

GET

Gets the available tasks on the machine.
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

200 Success

Returns object of type: string (Array)

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

POST

Enables the upload of tasks to the machine.
There are two distinct scenarios for uploading tasks to a machine: 
1. After EOSPRINT has finished creating the task. 
2. While task creation in EOSPRINT is still ongoing (also referred to as streaming). 
After EOSPRINT finished creating the task, you can upload the resulting .data files in any order. The .task file must be uploaded
last. 
While waiting for the EOSPRINT task creation to complete, you may observe files being created in the target folder. These files



usually come in pairs: one file with the extension .task.n (where n is an ascending number) and one corresponding .data file. When
a new pair of files is created, you can upload them, .data file first, .task file second. Before uploading a task file, the index must be
removed from its extension (e.g. TestTask.task.n is renamed to TestTask.task). After the task creation is finished, upload the last
.data file (with the highest number in the file name) and the final .task file (without a number in its name). 
In case of a connection loss during file transfer, send a new request to this endpoint to start the file upload again. If the transfer
has completed and you upload the same file again, you will receive a status code 400. If two or more clients are uploading the
same file, the first to complete the transfer will get a status code 201, while the others get a status code 400 because the file
already exists on the machine. 
The file to be uploaded should be added to the RestRequest by calling the AddFile method. The maximum file size that can be
uploaded is 2GB. The filename has to contain a time stamp at the end attached with an underscore e.g.
'myTask_20200814_153012'. The files generated by EOSPRINT are already in the correct format. 
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Response codes:

Name Description

201 This code is returned when the file has successfully been saved.

400 This code is returned when no file was sent in the request body, an unsupported file was sent or the file already
exists.

401 Unauthorized

403 This code is returned when the authentication is not enabled.

500 This code is returned when the file could not be saved.

/tasks/{taskName}

DELETE

Deletes a task file from the machine.
The filename has to contain a time stamp at the end attached with an underscore e.g. 'myTask_20200814_153012'.  
This endpoint is supported on the following machines: EOS M 290, EOS M 300-4, EOS M 400, EOS M 400-4, EOS P 500

Parameters:

Name Required Description

taskName * The name of task to be deleted (as the tasks get method returns it).

Response codes:

Name Description

204 This code is returned when the task file is successfully deleted.

400 This code is returned when the task to be deleted is being built on the machine,   or at least one of the task files are
locked by another process.

401 Unauthorized

403 This code is returned when the authentication is not enabled.

404 This code is returned when the task file does not exist on the machine.

/tasks/configuration

GET

Retrieves a .eoscnx file that contains all files required by a remote EOSPrint SDK for generating a task file.



Response codes:

Name Description

200 This code is returned when the file is successfully retrieved.

401 Unauthorized

403 Forbidden

Models

BoundingBox
Represents a bounding box in a three dimensional coordinate system.  It is defined by the coordinates of two diagonally opposite
points of the cuboid.

{
point1 Point
point2 Point

}

Calibration
The calibration data model.  The calibration process is applied to each galvanometer of a scanner unit separately.  One
galvanometer of a scanner unit is used to deflect the laser beam in one direction (x or y).  During calibration, correction values are
calculated to compensate location and gain drift of a galvanometer due to  temperature and aging.  During the calibration process
the actual positions of two or three shades mounted onto the galvanometer axis are  measured using a light barrier.  These
measured positions are available via the properties Shade1, Shade2, and Shade3 of properties GalvoX and  GalvoY, respectively. 
Please note that some machines have only two shades.  By comparing the positions measured during the calibration process two
reference values for the shade positions,  gain and offset corrections are calculated and applied.  Calibration or homeIn parameters
(e.g. whether calibration is enabled or the frequency of calibrations) can be  configured by the user and may thus be different for
each job.

{
galvoX CalibrationGalvo
galvoY CalibrationGalvo
exposureUnitIndex integer

The index of the laser for which the calibration took place.
layerIndex integer

The index of the layer during which the calibration took place.  The LayerIndex is null when the
calibration process was done in pre processing.

timestamp string
The time at which the calibration took place.

}

CalibrationGalvo
The calibration values for the galvanometer which deflects the laser beam in a specific direction.

{
gain double

The gain used in the calculation of the corrected control value for positioning the galvanometer
axis based on the  nominal control value.  Obtaining this formula for calculating the corrected values
is what the calibration process is all about.

calibrationTime double
The time in seconds the calibration process took.

retries integer
The number of retries performed during the calibration process.  Usually, this value should yield zero
(calibration was successful on the first try, thus no retries).

shade1 integer
The position the first shade has been detected at.

shade1Reference integer
The reference position of the first shade.

shade2 integer
The position the second shade has been detected at.

shade2Reference integer
The reference position of the second shade.



The reference position of the second shade.
shade3 integer

The position the third shade has been detected at.
shade3Reference integer

The reference position of the third shade.
offset double

The offset used in the calculation of the corrected control value for positioning the galvanometer
axis based on  the nominal control value.  Obtaining this formula for calculating the corrected DAC
values is what the home in process is all about.

successful boolean
A flag indicating whether the calibration process was successful (true) or not (false).

}

ControlSystem
A enum containing all control system types.

Enum values:

[
Unknown,
EOSystem,
PSW,
Integra

]

ControllerModuleVersions
The controller module versions.

{
firmware string

The firmware version of the controller module.
hardware string

The hardware version of the controller module.
interface string

The interface version of the controller module.
}

DiagnosticsSummary
Provides information about the current state of the server.

{
tcpDiagnostics TcpDiagnostics
sessionDiagnostics SessionDiagnostics

}

DispenserModuleVersions
The dispenser module versions.

{
variant string

The variant of the dispenser module.
}

EventMessageLanguage
Supported languages for events and user messages.

Enum values:

[
en,
de,
fr,
it



]

EventSeverity
The severity of an event or user message.

Enum values:

[
All,
Info,
Warning,
Error,
FatalError

]

FilterSystemModuleVersions
The filter system module versions.

{
safetyVersion string

The safety version of the filter system.
serialNumber string

The serial number of the filter system.
softwareVersion string

The software version of the filter system.
variant string

The variant of the filter system.
}

ImageFileTypes
The file type of an image.

Enum values:

[
jpeg,
png,
tiff

]

ImageMetadata
Container for image meta data.

{
imageType ImageTypes
layer integer

The layer the image was taken on or -1 if no layer is associated with the image.
timeStamp string

The time stamp in UTC when the image was taken.
}

ImageTypes
Values that represent types of a job image.

Enum values:

[
PowderBedAfterRecoating,
PowderBedAfterExposure,
PowderBedBeforeRecoating,
ExposureOTIntegral,
ExposureOTMaximum,
MeltPoolMovingAverage1,



MeltPoolMovingAverage2,
MeltPoolSignalDynamics

]

Images
Contains metadata about images taken during a build job.

{
downloadUrl string

The URL provided to download the images.
jobId string

The identifier of the job.
imageMetadata ImageMetadata (Array)

The image meta data.
}

Indication
Contains information about an image indication.

{
jobId string

The identifier of the job in which the anomaly was detected.
task string

The task that was being built when the anomaly was detected.
layerIndex integer

The number of the layer in which the anomaly was detected. (1-Based)
zHeight integer

Layer height (in μm).
partId string

Part ID in which the anomaly was detected, unique within a building task but not across different
building tasks.

partName string
The name of the part in which the anomaly was detected.

status IndicationStatus
classCertainty float

Certainty (between 0 and 1) of the anomaly found that was defined by the person undertaking the
evaluation.

start Point2D
end Point2D
center Point2D
area float

The area of the anomaly (in px).
extent float

The maximum extent of the anomaly (in px).
mean float

The mean value for the anomaly (in GV (Grey Value)).
minimum float

The lower limit for the anomaly (in GV (Grey Value)).
maximum float

The upper limit for the anomaly (in GV (Grey Value)).
analysisProfileGuid string

The GUID of the analysis profile used.
analysisProfileName string

The name of the analysis profile used.
analysisOperationIndex string

The Index of the analysis operation during which the anomaly was detected.
analysisOperationName string

The name of the analysis operation during which the anomaly was detected.
analysisOperationType string

The type of analysis operation during which the anomaly was detected.
analysisOperationParametersstring

List of parameters of the indication analysis operation as semicolon-separated key-value pairs.
indicationType string

The type of the anomaly.



}

IndicationCategory
The categories for which the indications can be retrieved.

Enum values:

[
PowderBed,
MeltPool,
ExposureOT

]

IndicationStatus
The status of an indication.

Enum values:

[
Default,
Undefined,
Accepted,
Discarded

]

Info
The system information.

{
brand string

Brand of the system.
hostName string

Host name of the system.
material string

The material type the machine is currently equipped with.
serialNumber string

The serial number of the machine.
technicalModel MachineModel
productName string

Product name of the system.
type MachineType
processStateEos ProcessStateEos
processStateAm ProcessStateAm
processState ProcessState

}

Job
The simplified model of a build job. If the job has been deleted (DetailsAvailable = false), some properties  will have a null value.

{
id string

The unique id of the job as defined by the machine.
timeStarted string

The UTC time the job was started. Either by pressing a button, by API command or by timer.
timeEnded string

Gets the timestamp in UTC at which the job was finished or null if job is running.
material string

Gets the material the job was built with.
materialSet string

Gets the material set the job was built with.
task string

The task in terms of additive manufacturing machines is how the machine produces parts.  Within
the context of EOS, it represents the name of the task file generated by the data preparation
software (e.g.  EOSPrint).



result JobResult
layerCount integer

The number of layers this job reached before it ended.
layerCountTarget integer

The number of layers this job was planned to have.  The LayerCountTarget can change during the
build on PSW machines, due to the expected addition of empty base  layers.

height double
The height the job has reached before it ended in mm.

heightTotal double
The height the job was planned to reach in mm.

detailsAvailable boolean
Indicates whether or not additional information relating to this job is available on the machine.

timeZoneInfo TimeZoneInfo
isCorrupt boolean

Indicates whether or not the job data is corrupt.
fileSize integer

The file size of the database file in bytes.
}

JobDetail
The detailed model of a build job. If the job has been deleted (DetailsAvailable = false), some properties  will have a null value.

{
id string

The unique id of the job as defined by the machine.
timeStarted string

The UTC time the job was started. Either by pressing a button, by API command or by timer.
timeEnded string

Gets the timestamp in UTC at which the job was finished or null if job is running.
task string

The task in terms of additive manufacturing machines is how the machine produces parts.  Within
the context of EOS, it represents the name of the task file generated by the data preparation
software (e.g.  EOSPrint).

result JobResult
layerCount integer

The number of layers this job reached before it ended.
layerCountTarget integer

The number of layers this job was planned to have.  The LayerCountTarget can change during the
build on PSW machines, due to the expected addition of empty base  layers.

height double
The height the job has reached before it ended in mm.

heightTotal double
The height the job was planned to reach in mm.

detailsAvailable boolean
Indicates whether or not additional information relating to this job is available on the machine.

timeZoneInfo TimeZoneInfo
isCorrupt boolean

Indicates whether or not the job data is corrupt.
fileSize integer

The file size of the database file in bytes.
material string

This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.
materialSet string

This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.
materialSetDetails MaterialDetails
defaultLayerThickness double

This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.
durations JobDurations
isRunning boolean

Indicates if the job is currently running.
starter string

The user who started the job.
orderId string

The id written by the customer into the task file. It could represent an id in the customer ERP
system.

materialSetGuid string



This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.
materialSetIsFinal boolean

This property is deprecated. Please use the value from MaterialSetDetails.
offsetBottom double

The bottom offset of the job (as z-height). Physical unit: mm.
moduleVersions SoftwareModuleVersion (Array)

The versions of the modules that had been used while building the job
inertGasType string

The type of the inert gas.
scalingX double

Applied scaling factor for x-dimension of this part.
scalingY double

Applied scaling factor for y-dimension of this part.
scalingBottom double

Lower limit for global, linear Z-scaling.
scalingTop double

Upper limit for global, linear Z-scaling.
beamOffset double

The job specific beam offset in millimeters. If the laser beam travels with its center path along the
nominal  contour of the component during exposure, the contour of the component increases by the
radius of the curing  zone of the laser beam. The beam offset compensates this contour
enlargement. It shifts the center point  path of the laser beam inward.

}

JobDurations
Different durations for a dedicated job.

{
recoatingDuration double

The time needed to recoat all layers in seconds.  The recoating phase contains the heating time
while the recoater is not moving.

exposureDuration double
The time needed to expose all layers in seconds.

heatingDuration double
The time needed to heat all layers in seconds.  This includes the heating before recoating, in additon
to the heating during recoating and exposure.

}

JobImageMetadata
Container for image meta data.

{
imageType JobImageTypes
layer integer

The layer the image was taken on or -1 if no layer is associated with the image.
timeStamp string

The time stamp in UTC when the image was taken.
imageFileType ImageFileTypes

}

JobImageTypes
Values that represent types of a job image.

Enum values:

[
PowderBedAfterRecoating,
PowderBedAfterExposure

]

JobImages
Contains metadata about images taken during a build job.

{



downloadUrl string
The URL provided to download the images.

jobId string
The identifier of the job.

imageMetadata JobImageMetadata (Array)
The image meta data.

}

JobResult
The result of the job

Enum values:

[
Pending,
Successful,
UserCanceled,
Failed

]

LaserModuleVersions
The laser module versions.

{
firmware string

The firmware version of the laser module.
model string

The model of the laser module.
serialNumber string

The serial number of the laser module.
}

LaserPowerMeasurement
The recorded laser power measurement.

{
jobId string

The identifier of the job.
laserIndex integer

The index of the laser that generated the laser (online) power management data.
layerIndex integer

The index of the layer in which the laser power measurement was performed. There is no layer
index if the laser  power measurement was performed during a service routine.

outputPower double
The output laser power in Watt.

inputPower double
The input laser power in Watt.

correctionValue double
The laser correction factor. The Correction is a feature used for OLP only.

timestamp string
The time at which the laser power measurement was recorded.

}

Layer
A layer in a machine job.

{
jobId string

Gets the job identifier.
index integer

Gets the index of the layer.
endHeight double

Gets the the upper height of the layer in mm.



thickness double

Gets the thickness of the layer in mm.
timeStarted string

Gets or sets the timestamp in UTC at which building of the layer was started.
timeEnded string

Gets or sets the timestamp in UTC at which building of the layer has ended.
durations LayerDuration (Array)

The duration of the operations performed on the layer.
dosageFactor double

The dosage factor configured via the data preparation tool in %. The factor can be specified per
layer.

}

LayerDuration
The duration of a certain operation for a layer.

{
operationType LayerOperationType
startTime string

The start time of the operation.
endTime string

The end time of the operation.
}

LayerOperationType
The type of operation performed on a layer.

Enum values:

[
Heating,
Exposure,
Recoating,
Dosing,
Interrupt,
Monitoring_OT,
Monitoring_PB,
Monitoring_MP

]

LicenseInfo
License information model.

{
firmCode integer

The firm code is a unique identifier for the license issuer.
productCode integer

The product code is a unique identifier for the license.
featureCode integer

The feature code is a unique identifier for the features of the license.
expirationDateUtc string

Gets the ExpirationDate of the corresponding license in UTC or null if no expiration date was set
licenseQuantity integer

The number of available licenses.
productName string

The name of the product.
featureMap integer

The feature map.
unitCounter integer

The unit counter.
containerId string

The ID of the license container.
company string

The name of the company that owns the license.



e a e o t e co pa y t at o s t e ce se.
}

LogEntry
Represents a single log entry from a machine module

{
sourceName string

Gets or sets the name of the source that generated the log entry.
date string

The date of the logging event.
threadId string

The thread that generated the logging event.
message string

Gets or sets the message.
severity string

Gets or sets the log severity.
logLevel integer

Gets or sets the log level.
}

LogLevel
Values that represent log level.

Enum values:

[
DEBUG,
INFO,
WARN,
ERROR,
FATAL

]

LoggingSources
Values that represent modules on the machine that can generate logs.

Enum values:

[
BtDistributionService,
EosConnect,
Hcs,
HcsService,
PowderBedService,
TransferService,
MachineDb,
ProductSetupCenter,
All

]

MachineModel
The technical model of the machine

Enum values:

[
M400,
M291,
M404,
P500,
M304,
P396,
P711,



P770,
P450,
P520,
P900,
M293

]

MachineType
A enum containing all machine types

Enum values:

[
Unknown,
Polymer,
Metal,
UnpackingStation,
SetupStation

]

MaterialDetails

{
materialSetName string

The material set the job was built with (PPPMaterialName).
materialName string

The material the job was built with.
version string

The version of the material set (PPPVersion).
productName string

The product name of the system.
defaultLayerThickness double

The default height of a layer in this job in mm. Each layer is composed from a multiple of this.
materialThickness double

The layer thickness for which EOS has optimized and released the material related  parameters
which are used in the job. Physical unit (both for PSW and EOSYSTEM): mm

guid string
A GUID that uniquely identifies the material in custom material sets. Since the material set name
can be  customized by the user, the resulting material set is uniquely identified by an automatically
generated GUID.

parentGuid string
The GUID of “parent material set” or null if there is no "parent material set".

customizedByCustomer boolean
A flag indicating whether the material set file has been changed by the customer.

isFinal boolean
A flag indicating the state of a material set.

}

Part
Represents an abstraction of a physical object produced in a job.

{
orderId string

The id written by the customer into the task file. It could represent an id in the customer ERP
system.

itemId string
Gets the customer-specified position identifier of the part, which relates to a specific customer
order.

filePath string
Gets the path of the file used for this part.

status PartStatus
beamOffset double

Gets the part-specific beam offset used for drawing the part contour.
scalingX double

Gets the percentage by which the scale of the part on the X-axis is changed.  A value of 3.00 means



that the X size of the part is stretched to 103%.  A value of -3.00 means shrinking the X size to 97%
of the original size.

scalingY double
Gets the percentage by which the scale of the part on the Y-axis is changed.  A value of 3.00 means
that the Y size of the part is stretched to 103%.  A value of -3.00 means shrinking the Y size to 97%
of the original size.

boundingBox BoundingBox
volume double

Volume of the part in cubic mm. This value is only available after the part has been built.
exposureParamName string

The name of the exposure parameter set used for the part.
isMirrored boolean

Whether or not the part has been mirrored.
rotation double

Applied rotation (in degree) for this part.
referencePoint Point
id integer

The ID of the part which is unique within the job (parts are simply numbered starting with 1).
exposureTime double

Time needed to expose this part in seconds.  The exposure time for the whole part will only be
available when the part has been completely built.

}

PartLayer
The exposure time for one layer of a part.

{
layerIndex integer

The layer index.
exposureTime double

Exposure time per part per layer.
}

PartList
Contains the part ids for the parts report.

{
partIds integer (Array)

A list of part ids.
}

PartStatistic
Contains information about the grey values of a part for one layer.

{
jobId string

The JobId
taskName string

The name of the building task.
layerIndex integer

The layer index (1-based)
layerHeight integer

The layer height (in μm).
partId integer

The id of the part.
partName string

The name of the part.
exposureArea float

The exposed area of the part (in px).
exposureIntegral float

The sum of the grey values of the part/all exposed pixels of the part/of the exposed area.
mean float

The mean grey value of the part of this layer.



minimum float
The lowest grey value of the part of this layer.

maximum float
The highest grey value of the part of this layer.

standardDeviation float
The standard deviation of the grey values of the part.

analysisProfileGuid string
The GUID of the analysis profile used.

analysisProfileName string
The name of the analysis profile used.

analysisOperationIndex string
The index of the analysis operation with which the part statistics have been calculated.

analysisOperationName string
Name of the analysis operation with which the part statistics have been calculated.

analysisOperationType string
The type of the analysis operation with which the part statistics have been calculated.

analysisOperationParametersstring
The list of parameters of the part statistics analysis operation as semicolon-separated key-
value pairs.

}

PartStatisticsCategory
The categories for which the part statistics can be retrieved.

Enum values:

[
MeltPool,
ExposureOT

]

PartStatus
The status of a part.

Enum values:

[
Active,
Deleted,
Deactivated,
Reactivated

]

PlcModuleVersions
The PLC module versions.

{
serialNumber string

The serial number of the PLC.
softwareVersion string

The software version of the PLC.
variant string

The variant of the PLC.
}

Point
Represents a point in a three dimensional coordinate system.

{
x double

The X coordinate.
y double

The Y coordinate.
z double

Th Z di t



The Z coordinate.
}

Point2D
Represents a point in a two dimensional coordinate system.

{
x double

The X coordinate.
y double

The Y coordinate.
}

ProcessState
The current processing state in a simplified format.

Enum values:

[
Idle,
Processing,
Error

]

ProcessStateAm
The current processing state used in additive manufacturing.

Enum values:

[
PreProcessing,
Idle,
Processing,
Paused,
PostProcessing,
Error,
Maintenance

]

ProcessStateEos
The process state used by the machine internally.

Enum values:

[
Init,
Stop,
WarmUp,
Run,
Pause,
AutoStart,
Resume,
Started,
PreProcess,
Error,
ExchangeFrameMove,
PostProcess,
Abort,
ErrorInProcess,
Maintenance,
Idle,
InitialSingleExposure,
SingleExposure,



Recoating,
Exposure,
NextLayer,
JobsStart,
JobEnd,
SingleExposureIR,
RecoatingIR,
ExposureIR,
NextLayerIR,
JobStartIR,
JobEndIR,
ResetSingleExposureIR,
ResetRecoatingIR,
ResetExposureIR,
ResetNextLayerIR,
ResetInitialIR,
ResetEndBuildIR

]

SensorDescription
Describes the sensor values returned by the sensor endpoints.

{
displayName string

The name of the sensor.
description string

The description of the sensor
unit string

The measurement unit of the sensor.
isLayerBased boolean

Indicates if the sensor is layer based. This means only one value is reported per layer after it has
been built.

}

SensorValue
A machine sensor value which may also report a sensor error.

{
timestamp string

The time the sensor value was measured in UTC.
isInJob boolean

Indicates whether the sensor data is related to a job.
value double

The measured value.
layerIndex integer

The index of the layer that was built when the value was measured. It may be null if the value was
measured when no  job was being built.

}

Session
Contains information about a single active OPC session.

{
subscriptionCountTotal integer

Gets the total count of currently active OPC subscriptions in this session.
sessionName string

Gets the name of the OPC session.
}

SessionDiagnostics
Contains information about the currently active OPC sessions.



{
sessionCountTotal integer

Gets the total count of currently active OPC sessions.
subscriptionCountPerSessionMaxinteger

Gets or sets the maximum count of subscriptions allowed in a single OPC session.
sessionCountMax integer

Gets the maximum count of OPC sessions allowed.
sessions Session (Array)

Gets information about the currently active OPC sessions.
}

SoftwareModuleVersion
Software version.

{
name string

Gets the name of the software module.
version string

Gets the version of the software module.
}

State
A class that contains the current machine state information.

{
buildJob StateBuildJob
error StateError
machineState StateMachineState
maintenance StateMaintenance
timestamp string

Gets or sets the timestamp.
isSetManually boolean

Gets a value indicating whether the OEE functionality is enabled on the machine.
isEnabled boolean

Gets a value indicating whether the OEE functionality is enabled on the machine.
comment string

Gets or sets the comment that was entered by the user.
}

StateBuildJob
Values that represent the flags for a build job.

Enum values:

[
NoBuildJob,
ProductionJob,
EngineeringJob,
QaJob,
RapidPrototyping

]

StateError
Values that represent error states.

Enum values:

[
NoError,
ConsumableMissing,
ResourceMissing,
EmergencyStop,
OperatorCaused,



BuildCrash,
MachineError,
SoftwareError,
Facility,
Undefined

]

StateMachineState
Values that represent machine states.

Enum values:

[
NoJob,
Running,
PausedByUser,
PausedByMachine,
PreProcessing,
PostProcessing,
Setup

]

StateMaintenance
Values that represent the maintenance flags from the machine.

Enum values:

[
NoMaintenance,
RegularMaintenance,
Repair,
Shutdown,
Upgrade

]

TcpConnectionSummary
Contains information about a single active TCP connection.

{
connectionCountTotal integer

Gets the number of connections from this specific endpoint.
endpoint string

Gets the name and port of the connected endpoint.
}

TcpDiagnostics
Contains information about a currently active TCP connection.

{
connectionCountMax integer

Gets maximum count of allowed TCP connections to the OPC Server.
connections TcpConnectionSummary (Array)

Gets the information about every active TCP connection.
connectionCountTotal integer

Gets the current number of total TCP connections.
}

TimeZoneInfo
Contains information about a time zone. Used to convert the UTC times  provided by the API to local times.

{
timeZoneIdWindows string

The identifier of the time zone on Windows For example this can be used in Net to instantiate a



The identifier of the time zone on Windows. For example this can be used in .Net to instantiate a
TimeZone object which represents a specific time zone.

timeZoneIdLinux string
The identifier of the time zone on linux.

utcOffsetHours double
The offset of the time zone from UTC time. Daylight saving time is not considered for
UtcOffsetHours.

}

UserMessage
A user message that was displayed on the machine.

{
severity string

The severity of the message.
jobId string

The job id of the message.
timeRaised string

The time when the message occured in UTC.
message string

The text of the message.
messageId string

The message Id
layerIndex integer

The index of the layer where the user message occured, null if no job was running
layerHeight double

The z-height of the layer where the user message occured.  Null if no job was running or if the job is
no longer available on the machine.

additionalInfo string
Additional service information for an event.

}

Web API - Connection
Introduction

The Web API is a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) interface. So anything you will find regarding accessing data from web
servers will apply here too.

Authorization

Most of the data at this interface is protected by authentication. In order to start you need to create credentials. Please refer to the
Prerequisites.  

In order to authenticate, you need to get familiar with OAuth 2.0, which is an open standard for access delegation. EOSCONNECT
Core uses the protocol with the client credentials flow.  

OAuth is designed specifically to work with HTTP. A server will issue a token to third-party clients. This server in our case runs on
the machine and can be reached by the endpoint https://si1716/auth/connect/token. The issued token can then be used to access
the Web API.

Code samples
You can download some code samples how to connect AuthorizationSamples.zip .

Try out

You can test the interface with the built in documentation or with any HTTP client. You may want to search for Postman or
Insomnia.  

When using the built in documentation:

1. Enter the Credentials created by pressing the 'Authorize' button at the upper right.
2. You can then choose any endpoint and press 'Try it out'.
3. After entering the needed parameters you can press 'Execute'.

https://si1716/auth/connect/token
https://si1716/api/downloads/authSample


4. Below you will see a response. HTTP status code 200 means OK. The request was successful.

Install SSL/TLS Certificate
A certificate is a document whose information can be validated for correctness at any time. It can be used to secure encrypted
connections from one computer to the other. EOSCONNECT Core uses certificates to secure incoming connections. It is therefore
an important part of the system.
By default EOSCONNECT Core creates a self-signed SSL/TLS certificate to run its services. It is recognized as not trusted by many
browsers and leads to a confirmation dialog accessing EOSCONNECT Core documentation by browser. It is strongly
recommended to apply your own, trusted certificate.
These are instructions on how to install your own certificate.

Certificate Requirements

In order to run the EOSCONNECT Core services with your own certificate it is required that your certificate fulfills the following
criteria:

The certificate has a private, exportable key.
Strong private key protection on the private key is disabled.
The certificate contains the extended attribute Subject Alternative Name (subjectAltName): URL = urn:{hostname} DNS
Name={hostname}
The certificate must be trusted by a Root Certification Authority.
The certificate must contain a friendly name. This name must not be 'EOSCONNECT Core'.

Install and configure your own Certificate with WebApi

In order to upload your own certificate, please use the /maintenance/certificate endpoint. 
It will automatically add the certificate to the certificate store and configure EOSCONNECT Core to use it. 
In case a CA signed certificate was provided, a certificate revocation list is also needed on the client side for the certificate
validation. 
Your certificate will be used after a restart of the machine.

Provide your *.pfx certificate in the request body.
Provide the password that has been used to export the certificate originally.

MQTT
MQTT is a standard messaging protocol for the Internet of Things (IoT). It is designed as an extremely lightweight
publish/subscribe messaging transport that is ideal for connecting remote devices with a small code footprint and minimal
network bandwidth. 
The MQTT data provider publishes machine related information via MQTT messages. It is deployed with a default configuration.

Configuration

The following configuration files are used to configure the MQTT data provider:

_mqttConfig.json: Holds general settings needed to run MQTT.
_machineConfig.json: Holds custom static configurations specific to the current machine.
A template for each message.

The files need to be placed in the folder %ProgramData%\EOS\EOSCONNECT\settings\MqttDataProvider. After the files are
changed, your should restart the EOS Data Service or the machine. In order to find problems with your configuration, please check
the log file of EOS Data Service (%ProgramData%\EOS\EOSCONNECT\logs\Eos.Connect.Core.DataService.txt).

The MQTT Config
The _mqttConfig.json configuration file contains general settings that are usually the same across all machines in one deployment
scenario. It contains the following sections:

General
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server The host name of the MQTT broker.

port The port number of the MQTT broker. The standard ports are 1883, if the
encryption is disabled, and 8883 using TLS encryption.

minimizeMessages If set to true, white spaces are removed from the message payload.

messageQueueLength The length of the message queue.

Example:

{ 
    ... 
    "server": "mqttbroker", 
    "port": 1883, 
    "minimizeMessages": true, 
    "messageQueueLength": 1000, 
    ... 
} 

Security

The MQTT data provider supports two levels of security in communication with the broker:

Basic authentication using a user name and password. It prevents anyone without correct credentials to connect to the
broker and monitor MQTT traffic.
Transport layer security, encrypts all traffic between the client and the broker using the TLS cryptographic protocol.
Versions 1.2 and 1.3 of TLS are supported.

In order for the MQTT data provider to take advantage of these security features, the broker must be configured appropriately.

encryptionEnabled If set to true, TLS transport encryption is utilized for communication with
the server. If false, the communication is unencrypted.

userName The user name sent to the broker for authentication. If the broker does
not require authentication, the user name sholud be left empty.

password The password sent to the broker for authentication.

Example:

{ 
    ... 
    "security": { 
        "encryptionEnabled": true, 
        "userName": "mqttClient",
        "password": "AD69UJUaCDYDN9J6"   
    }, 
    ... 
} 

Triggers

Use triggers to define when a message should be sent. The structure is an array of objects, each having some of the following
properties:

KeyKey DescriptionDescription

Key Description
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type The type of the trigger. Possible values are:

Timer: The trigger fires after a specified interval of time.

Data: The trigger fires if a data point changes.

identifier The identifier of the trigger. It is used in the message templates to
reference the trigger that will initiate the sending of the message. The
identifiers of all the triggers in the configuration must be unique.

interval The interval of the timer trigger in milliseconds. It should only be set for
timers.

dataSource The key of the data point that fires the trigger when its value changes, or
the event that fires it when it is raised.

triggerOnValues When an enumerable type is used as the data source of a trigger, an array
of values can be provided on which the trigger should fire.

Other than the data points from the table above, the following events can be used as the data source of a data trigger:

Jobs.Current.Started The trigger will fire when a new build job is started.

Jobs.Current.Ended The trigger will fire when a build job ends.

Jobs.Current.Finalized The trigger will fire when no more data will be sent for the finished build
job.

Jobs.Current.Canceled The trigger will fire when the currently running build job is canceled.

Jobs.Current.Changed The trigger will fire when any data about the currently running build job
changes (i.e. estimated end time, current layer index…).

UserMessages.Received The trigger will fire when a user message is received.

UserMessages.LowPowder The trigger will fire when the “low powder” user message is received.
This event is currently only supported on the EOS P 770 machines.

There is also a special trigger, the startup trigger, that you don't need to define in this section. It is applied to a message by using
“startup” as the trigger identifier in the triggerIds section of the message template.

Example:

{ 
    ... 
    "triggers": [ 
        { 
            "type": "Timer", 
            "identifier": "fiveSecondTimer", 
            "interval": 5000 
        }, 
        { 
            "type": "Data", 
            "identifier": "buildingPlatformPosition", 
            "dataSource": "BuildingPlatform.Position" 
        }, 
        { 
            "type": "Data", 
            "identifier": "maintenance", 
            "dataSource": "Info.ProcessStateAm", 
            "triggerOnValues": [ 
                "Maintenance" 

Key Description
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            ] 
        } 
    ], 
    ... 
} 

Counters

Use counters if your messages should contain data that is incremented for each message. Counter values are not persisted. When
the EOS Data Service windows service or the machine are restarted all counters start counting from their minimum value.

identifier The identifier of the counter. It is used in the message configuration files
to reference the counter. The identifiers of all the counters in the
configuration must be unique.

from The minimum value of the counter.

to The maximum value of the counter. The next value is the from value
again.

Example:

{ 
    ... 
    "counters": [ 
        { 
            "identifier": "thousandCounter", 
            "from": 0, 
            "to": 999 
        } 
    ], 
    ... 
} 

Converters

A converter is used to map a data value to another value. Most commonly, it is used to convert enumeration values used by the
EOSCONNECT Core Data Service to values used by the receiving software system.

identifier The identifier of the converter. It is used in the message configuration
files to reference the converter

defaultValue The value that is returned by the converter when it receives source data
that doesn’t have a target value.

map An array of objects with the properties source and target.

Example:

{ 
    ... 
    "converters": [ 
        { 
            "identifier": "processStateConverter", 
            "defaultValue": "Unknown", 
            "map": [ 
                { 
                    "source": "Pre-Processing", 
                    "target": "Initializing" 
                }, 
                { 
                    "source": "Processing", 
                    "target": "Busy" 
                }, 
                { 

Key Description
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                    "source": "Undefined", 
                    "target": "Unknown" 
                } 
            ] 
        } 
    ... 
} 

Templates

Templates define messages that should be sent. Each message consists of the following properties:

topics A list of topics under which the MQTT message is published. It is used
on the receiving end to subscribe only to topics of interest and filter the
messages sent by the server. A topic can contain placeholders of type
config as well. (See below for more details on placeholders)

triggerIds A list of triggers that will initiate the sending of the message. If the
triggers array is left empty, a message will be sent if any data point the
message references changes.

qos The quality of service of the message. Possible values are 0 (The
message is sent at most once), 1 (The message is sent at least once)
and 2 (The message is sent exactly once).

retain If set to true, the last message is retained on the broker and sent to any
new client who is subsribing to the topic.

path The path of the text file that contains the template of the message body.

Example of a complete _mqttConfig.json configuration file:

{ 
    "server": "mqttbroker", 
    "port": 1883, 
    "security": { 
        "encryptionEnabled": true, 
        "userName": "mqttClient",
        "password": "AD69UJUaCDYDN9J6"   
    }, 
    "minimizeMessages": true, 
    "messageQueueLength": 1000, 
    "triggers": [ 
        { 
            "type": "Timer", 
            "identifier": "fiveSecondTimer", 
            "interval": 5000 
        }, 
        { 
            "type": "Data", 
            "identifier": "buildingPlatformPosition", 
            "dataSource": "BuildingPlatform.Position" 
        }, 
        { 
            "type": "Data", 
            "identifier": "maintenance", 
            "dataSource": "Info.ProcessStateAm", 
            "triggerOnValues": [ 
                "Maintenance" 
            ] 
        } 
    ], 
    "counters": [ 
        { 
            "identifier": "thousandCounter", 
            "from": 0, 
            "to": 999 
        } 
    ], 

Key Description



    "converters": [ 
        { 
            "identifier": "processStateConverter", 
            "defaultValue": "Unknown", 
            "map": [ 
                { 
                    "source": "Pre-Processing", 
                    "target": "Initializing" 
                }, 
                { 
                    "source": "Processing", 
                    "target": "Busy" 
                }, 
                { 
                    "source": "Undefined", 
                    "target": "Unknown" 
                } 
            ] 
        } 
    ], 
    "templates": [ 
        { 
            "topics": [ 
                "sensorValues" 
            ], 
            "triggerIds": [ 
                "fiveSecondTimer"
            ], 
            "qos": 0 
            "retain": true 
            "path": "message.json" 
            } 
    ] 
} 

The machineConfig
The _machineConfig.json configuration file contains machine specific settings. It is a collection of key-value pairs that can be
referenced from message files. All keys in this configuration must be unique. Its structure can be seen in the code snippet below:

{ 
  "configuration": [ 
    { 
      "key": "department", 
      "value": "Prototyping" 
    }, 
    { 
      "key": "location", 
      "value": "Building 7" 
    } 
  ] 
} 

The message files
The message configuration files are plain text files in which the template of the message body is defined. Other than free text
defined by the user, these files can contain placeholders.
A placeholder is a predefined string which is replaced by its value before the message is sent.

Config placeholder

The config placeholders reference keys from the machineConfig configuration file. They are typically used for static data. 

The structure of the config placeholder:

${config:key} 

Data placeholder

A reference to a data point value. All available data points can be found here. 
If the key references the UserMessages data point, it can only use a trigger with a UserMessages event as its source. No other
triggers are allowed. 
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The structure of the data placeholder:

${data:key;converter:converterIdentifier} 

Counter placeholder

A reference to a counter defined in the _mqttConfig.json configuration file. 

The structure of the counter placeholder:

${counter:counterIdentifier} 

Timestamp placeholder

Is replaced by the current timestamp before the message is sent. 

The structure of the timestamp placeholder:

${timestamp} 

Example

{ 
    "messageTimestamp": "${timestamp}", 
    "messageNumber": "${counter:thousandCounter}", 
    "department": "${config:department}", 
    "buildingPlatformPosition": "${data:BuildingPlatform.Position}", 
    "machineState": "${data:Info.ProcessState;converter:processStateConverter}"  
} 

The message, after replacing the placeholders in the template above, would look like this:

{ 
    "messageTimestamp": "2021-06-16T13:12:58.070Z", 
    "messageNumber": 11, 
    "department": "Prototyping", 
    "buildingPlatformPosition": 103.24, 
    "machineState": "Busy" 
} 

Caching

For caching purposes in the event of a connection loss, the MQTT data provider stores the messages in a message queue. The
length of this queue can be configured in the _mqttConfig.json file, setting the messageQueueLength property. The maximum
number of messages in the queue is limited to 30000. With the average message size of 1kB, this is enough to bridge a connection
loss of 30 minutes.
If the messages can’t be published, and the queue is full, the oldest message will be dropped in favor of a new one being added.

MQTT - Data Points
Any piece of information about the machine that can be retrieved from EOSCONNECT Core, via the MQTT data provider, is
considered a data point. It could be a sensor value, set value, information about the currently running or previous job.
The list of available data points, with their descriptions, can be found in the table below.

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



BuildingPlatform.Position The axis
position of the
build platform.
The alignment
of the platform
is part of the
pre-process. If
the starting
position is too
low the first
layer could
have
anomalies.If it'
s too high the re
- coater could
crash into the
build plate.

mm Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 396, 
EOS P 500, 
EOS P 770, 
EOS P 810

BuildingPlatform.Temperature The
temperature of
the build
platform. The
heating of the
platform is part
of the pre-
process. The
temperature
impacts cooling
rates which can
impact part
micro structure
and
performance.

°C Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500, 
EOS P 770, 
EOS P 810

BuildingPlatform.TemperatureSetPoint The set point
for the
temperature of
the build
platform. The
heating of the
platform is part
of the pre-
process. The
temperature
impacts cooling
rates which can
impact part
micro structure
and
performance.

°C Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 770, 
EOS P 810

BuildingPlatform.SpeedSetPoint The set point,
that is used for
building
platform axis
speed.

mm/s Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



CollectorPlatform.Position The current
position of the
collector
platform.

mm Double  EOS M 290

Dispenser.DosageFactorSetPoint The percentage
set point, that is
used for
dosage.

% Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Dispenser.FillLevel The current
filling height of
the dispenser
as a percentage
of the
maximum filling
height. This is a
calculated
value that takes
the shape of
the dispenser
and material in
consideration.
This calculation
is an
approximation
that can deviate
by up to 5%.

% Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Dispenser.InertGasPressure The actual
inerting
pressure in
Dispenser.

mbar Double  EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Dispenser.LastDosingCount The number of
the last
performed
dosing steps of
the dispenser.
One step
means
emptying one
chamber of the
dispensing
system.

- Int  EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Dispenser.DosingChamberCount The number of
actually dosed
chambers.

- Int  EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Dispenser.DosingChamberCountCalculated The number of
chambers to be
dosed.

- Double  EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Dispenser.Position The axis
position of the
dispenser.

mm Double  EOS M 290

Dispenser.LinearAxisSpeedSetPoint The set point,
that is used for
dispenser linear
axis speed.

mm/s Double  EOS M 290

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Dispenser.RotaryAxisSpeedSetPoint The set point,
that is used for
dispenser
rotary axis
speed.

°/s Double  EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Environment.HumidityRelative The relative
humidity of the
machine
environment.
Dependent on
temperature
and pressure a
given volume of
air can hold a
maximum
amount of
water vapor.
The relative
humidity will
then be 100%.
In general the
relative
humidity is the
ratio between
between the
weight of
currently
contained water
vapor to the
maximum
amount.

% Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Environment.Temperature The
temperature of
the room where
the machine is
installed. It is
measured by a
sensor in the
machine.

°C Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Exposure.UnitCount The number of
exposure units
the machine is
equipped with.

- Int EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

FilterSystem.Filter.PressureDifferential The pressure
drop across the
filter in the
recirculating
filter system.
This value is an
indicator of the
degree of
clogging of the
filter.

mbar Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



FilterSystem.Filter.CleaningsExecuted The number of
times that a
filter cleaning
was executed
since the last
filter change.
This sensor is
only available
for RFS 1.x.

- Int  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

FilterSystem.Filter.CleaningsRemaining The number of
times a filter
cleaning can be
undertaken
before a filter
change is
recommended.
This sensor is
only available
for RFS 1.x.

- Int  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

FilterSystem.Filter.CleaningActiveState State indicating
if the filter
cleaning
process is
currently active.

- Boolean  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

FilterSystem.Filter.Flow The current
amount of inter
gas flowing
through the
recirculating
filter system.
This data is
only available
for RFS2.0.

m³/h Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400-4

FilterSystem.FineFilter.PressureDifferential The pressure
drop across the
fine-filter in the
recirculating
filter system.
This value is an
indicator of the
degree of
clogging of the
filter.

mbar Double  EOS P 500

FilterSystem.O2Concentration The oxygen
concentration
in the
recirculating
filter system.

% Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

FilterSystem.Turbine.PowerSetPoint The current
setpoint for the
power of the
turbine. This
sensor is only
available for
RFS 1.x.

% Double  EOS M 290, EOS
M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



FilterSystem.Turbine.PressureDifferential The pressure
increase
created by the
turbine. The
increase has a
direct impact
on the
distribution of
the shield gas
across the build
plate. This can
impact the
cooling rate as
well as the
ability of the
shielding gas to
effectively
manage the
powder plume
while melting.
This sensor is
only available
for RFS 1.3.

mbar Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

FilterSystem.Turbine.PressureSetPoint The current
setpoint for the
pressure of the
turbine. This
sensor is only
available for
RFS 1.3.

mbar Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

FilterSystem.Turbine.FlowSetPoint The current
setpoint for the
flow of the
turbine. This
sensor is only
available for
RFS 2.0.

m3/h Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400-4

InertGas.Flow.Argon The current
flow rate of the
argon inert
shielding gas.

l/min Double  EOS M 300-4

InertGas.Flow.Nitrogen The current
flow rate of the
nitrogen inert
shielding gas.

l/min Double  EOS M 300-4

InertGas.GasType The type of
inert shielding
gas used in the
process
chamber of the
machine.

- String  All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



InertGas.ValveInlet.Position The current
proportional
position of the
inlet valve for
the inert
shielding gas.

% Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Info.Brand The name of
the
manufacturer
of the machine.

- String All models

Info.HostName The network
host name of
the machine.

- String All models

Info.Material The type of
material the
machine is
currently
equipped with.

- String All models

Info.ProcessState The current
processing
state in a
simplified
format.
Possible values
are: 
- Idle: The
machine is in
idle mode and
waiting for
input. 
- Processing:
The building
process is
running. 
- Error: An error
occurred.

- String  All models

Info.ProcessStateAm The current
processing
state used in
additive
manufacturing.
Possible values
are: 
-
PreProcessing:
Currently
process
conditions are
established. 
- Idle: The
machine is in
idle mode and
waiting for
input. 
- Processing:

- String  All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



The building
process is
running. Layers
are built at the
moment, the
build process is
about to be
paused or it is
resuming from
being paused. 
- Paused: The
building
process is
paused and can
be continued.
This state may
be triggered by
the user or by
the machine
after error or
establishing pre
process
conditions. 
-
PostProcessing
: A building
process has
ended and now
the machine is
doing some
finishing
actions. 
- Error: An error
occurred. 
- Maintenance:
The machine is
in maintenance
mode.

Info.ProcessStateEos The process
state used by
the machine
internally. The
values may
differ for each
machine.

- String  All models

Info.ProductName The product
name of the
machine.

- String All models

Info.SerialNumber The serial
number of the
machine.

- String All models

Info.TechnicalModel The technical
model that
describes that
machine.

- String All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Info.Type The type of the
machine.
Possible values
are: 
- Metal 
- Polymer

- String All models

Ipc.Memory.Used The amount of
used memory
of the IPC.

% Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

Ipc.Memory.Total The total
amount of
memory
available to the
operating
system of the
IPC.

GB Double EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

Ipc.Cpu.Load The overall CPU
load of the IPC.

% double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

Ipc.HardDisk.FreeSpace The amount of
free space on
the data disk of
the IPC.

GB double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

Jobs.Current.BeamOffset The job specific
beam offset. If
the laser beam
travels with its
center path
along the
nominal
contour of the
component
during
exposure, the
contour of the
component
increases by
the radius of
the curing zone
of the laser
beam. The
beam offset
compensates
this contour
enlargement. It
shifts the
center point
path of the
laser beam
inward.

mm Double All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Current.DefaultLayerThickness This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- Double All models

Jobs.Current.DetailsAvailable True if details
are available.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Current.Durations.ExposureDuration The time
needed to
expose all
layers.

s Double All models

Jobs.Current.Durations.HeatingDuration The time
needed to heat
all layers.

s Double All models

Jobs.Current.Durations.RecoatingDuration The time
needed to re-
coat all layers.

s Double All models

Jobs.Current.Height The current
height of the
job.

- Double All models

Jobs.Current.HeightTotal The total height
of the job.

- Double All models

Jobs.Current.Id The unique id of
the job as
defined by the
machine.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.InertGasType The selected
inert gas type
of the job.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.IsRunning True if the job is
currently
running.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Current.LayerCount The number of
layers built until
now in this job.

- Int All models

Jobs.Current.LayerCountTarget The number of
layers that are
contained in
this job. It can
change during
the build on
PSW machines,
due to the
expected
addition of
empty layers
prior to the job.

- Int All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Current.Material This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSet This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.MaterialSetName The material
set the job was
built with.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.MaterialName The material
the job was
built with.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.Version The version of
the material set
(PPPVersion).

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.ProductName The product
name of the
system.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.DefaultLayerThickn
ess

The default
height of a layer
in this job in
mm. Each layer
is composed
from a multiple
of this.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.MaterialThickness The layer
thickness for
which EOS has
optimized and
released the
material related
parameters
which are used
in the job.
Physical unit
(both for PSW
and
EOSYSTEM):
mm

- String All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.Guid A GUID that
uniquely
identifies the
material in
custom
material sets.
Since the
material set
name can be
customized by
the user, the
resulting
material set is
uniquely
identified by an
automatically
generated
GUID.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.ParentGuid The GUID of
'parent material
set' or null if
there is no
'parent material
set'.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.CustomizedByCusto
mer

A flag
indicating
whether the
material set file
has been
changed by the
customer.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetDetails.IsFinal A flag
indicating the
state of a
material set.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetGuid This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.MaterialSetIsFinal This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Current.OffsetBottom The offset from
the bottom of
the job.

- Double All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Current.OrderId The id written
by the
customer into
the task file. It
could represent
an id in the
customer ERP
system.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.Result The result of
the job.
Possible values
are: 
- Pending: The
job is still
running. 
- Successful:
The job was
finished
successfully. 
- Error: The job
was interrupted
because of an
error. 
- UserCanceled:
The job was
canceled by the
user.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.ScalingBottom The lower limit
for global, linear
Z-scaling.

% Double All models

Jobs.Current.ScalingTop The upper limit
for global, linear
Z-scaling.

% Double All models

Jobs.Current.ScalingX The applied
scaling factor
for x-
dimension.

% Double All models

Jobs.Current.ScalingY The applied
scaling factor
for y-
dimension.

% Double All models

Jobs.Current.Starter The user who
started the job.

- String All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Current.Task The 'Task' is a
description of
the job. In
terms of
additive
manufacturing
machines, it is
the task file
generated and
deployed by the
data
preprocessing
software (e.g.
EOSPRINT).

- String All models

Jobs.Current.TimeEnded The time the
job will end.
This time is an
estimation.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.TimeStarted The UTC time
the job was
started. Either
by pressing a
button, by API
command or by
timer.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.TimeZoneInfo.UtcOffsetHours The offset of
the time zone
from UTC time.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.TimeZoneInfo.TimeZoneIdLinux The identifier of
the time zone
on Linux.

- String All models

Jobs.Current.TimeZoneInfo.TimeZoneIdWindows The identifier of
the time zone
on Windows.

- String All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Last.BeamOffset The job specific
beam offset. If
the laser beam
travels with its
center path
along the
nominal
contour of the
component
during
exposure, the
contour of the
component
increases by
the radius of
the curing zone
of the laser
beam. The
beam offset
compensates
this contour
enlargement. It
shifts the
center point
path of the
laser beam
inward.

mm Double All models

Jobs.Last.DefaultLayerThickness This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- Double All models

Jobs.Last.DetailsAvailable True if details
are available.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Last.Durations.ExposureDuration The time
needed to
expose all
layers.

s Double All models

Jobs.Last.Durations.HeatingDuration The time
needed to heat
all layers.

s Double All models

Jobs.Last.Durations.RecoatingDuration The time
needed to re-
coat all layers.

s Double All models

Jobs.Last.Height The current
height of the
job.

- Double All models

Jobs.Last.HeightTotal The total height
of the job.

- Double All models

Jobs.Last.Id The unique id of
the job as
defined by the
machine.

- String All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Last.InertGasType The selected
inert gas type
of the job.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.IsRunning True if the job is
currently
running.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Last.LayerCount The number of
layers built until
now in this job.

- Int All models

Jobs.Last.LayerCountTarget The number of
layers that are
contained in
this job. It can
change during
the build on
PSW machines,
due to the
expected
addition of
empty layers
prior to the job.

- Int All models

Jobs.Last.Material This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSet This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.MaterialSetName The material
set the job was
built with.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.MaterialName The material
the job was
built with.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.Version The version of
the material set
(PPPVersion).

- String All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.ProductName The product
name of the
system.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.DefaultLayerThickness The default
height of a layer
in this job in
mm. Each layer
is composed
from a multiple
of this.

- String All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.MaterialThickness The layer
thickness for
which EOS has
optimized and
released the
material related
parameters
which are used
in the job.
Physical unit
(both for PSW
and
EOSYSTEM):
mm

- String All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.Guid A GUID that
uniquely
identifies the
material in
custom
material sets.
Since the
material set
name can be
customized by
the user, the
resulting
material set is
uniquely
identified by an
automatically
generated
GUID.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.ParentGuid The GUID of
'parent material
set' or null if
there is no
'parent material
set'.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.CustomizedByCustom
er

A flag
indicating
whether the
material set file
has been
changed by the
customer.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetDetails.IsFinal A flag
indicating the
state of a
material set.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Last.MaterialSetGuid This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- String All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Last.MaterialSetIsFinal This property is
deprecated.
Please use the
value from
MaterialSetDet
ails.

- Boolean All models

Jobs.Last.OffsetBottom The offset from
the bottom of
the job.

- Double All models

Jobs.Last.OrderId The id written
by the
customer into
the task file. It
could represent
an id in the
customer ERP
system.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.Result The result of
the job.
Possible values
are: 
- Pending: The
job is still
running. 
- Successful:
The job was
finished
successfully. 
- Error: The job
was interrupted
because of an
error. 
- UserCanceled:
The job was
canceled by the
user.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.ScalingBottom The lower limit
for global, linear
Z-scaling.

% Double All models

Jobs.Last.ScalingTop The upper limit
for global, linear
Z-scaling.

% Double All models

Jobs.Last.ScalingX The applied
scaling factor
for x-
dimension.

% Double All models

Jobs.Last.ScalingY The applied
scaling factor
for y-
dimension.

% Double All models

Jobs.Last.Starter The user who
started the job.

- String All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Jobs.Last.Task The 'Task' is a
description of
the job. In
terms of
additive
manufacturing
machines, it is
the task file
generated and
deployed by the
data
preprocessing
software (e.g.
EOSPRINT).

- String All models

Jobs.Last.TimeEnded The time the
job will end.
This time is an
estimation.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.TimeStarted The UTC time
the job was
started. Either
by pressing a
button, by API
command or by
timer.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.TimeZoneInfo.UtcOffsetHours The offset of
the time zone
from UTC time.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.TimeZoneInfo.TimeZoneIdLinux The identifier of
the time zone
on Linux.

- String All models

Jobs.Last.TimeZoneInfo.TimeZoneIdWindows The identifier of
the time zone
on Windows.

- String All models

Laser1.OperatingTime The current
operating time
of laser 1.

h Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Laser1.Temperature The
temperature of
laser 1.

°C Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Laser2.OperatingTime The current
operating time
of laser 2.

h Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400-4

Laser2.Temperature The
temperature of
laser 2.

°C Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400-4

Laser3.OperatingTime The current
operating time
of laser 3.

h Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400-4

Laser3.Temperature The
temperature of
laser 3.

°C Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400-4

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Laser4.OperatingTime The current
operating time
of laser 4.

h Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400-4

Laser4.Temperature The
temperature of
laser 4.

°C Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400-4

ProcessChamber.DoorOpen Indicates if the
process
chamber door
is open.

- Boolean  All models

ProcessChamber.HumidityAbsolute The absolute
humidity inside
the process
chamber.

g/m³ Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

ProcessChamber.O2Concentration.Bottom The oxygen
concentration
at the bottom
of the process
chamber.

% Double  EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

ProcessChamber.O2Concentration.Top The oxygen
concentration
at the top of the
process
chamber.

% Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

ProcessChamber.PressureRelative The pressure in
the process
chamber
relative to the
environment.

mbar Double  EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

ProcessChamber.PressureAbsolute The pressure in
the process
chamber in
mbar.

mbar Double  EOS P 500

ProcessChamber.Temperature The
temperature in
the process
chamber.

°C Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 396, 
EOS P 500, 
EOS P 770, 
EOS P 810

Recoater.AxisTorque The torque of
the re-coater
axis.

Nm Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4

Recoater.Position The position of
the re-coater.

mm Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 396, 
EOS P 500, 
EOS P 770, 
EOS P 810

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



Recoater.AxisSpeedSetPoint The set point,
that is used for
recoater axis
speed.

mm/s Double  EOS M 290, 
EOS M 300-4, 
EOS M 400, 
EOS M 400-4, 
EOS P 500

Recoater.RollSpeedLeft The speed the
left roll of the
re-coater is
turning.

mm/s Double  EOS P 500

Recoater.RollSpeedRight The speed the
right roll of the
re-coater is
turning.

mm/s Double  EOS P 500

Software.ControlSystem The control
system on
which
EOSCONNECT
Core is running.

- String All models

Software.PrintDomain The print
domain on the
machine.

- String All models

Shutter1.Temperature The
temperature of
the shutter
located in front
of the laser 1.
This
temperature
will increase if
the laser is not
aligned
correctly.

°C Double  EOS P 500

Shutter2.Temperature The
temperature of
the shutter
located in front
of the laser 2.
This
temperature
will increase if
the laser is not
aligned
correctly.

°C Double  EOS P 500

UserMessages.EventId The ID of the
event.

- Long All models

UserMessages.Id The identifier of
the event
message. The
Id is built from
the module ID
and message
ID.

- String All models

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine



UserMessages.JobId If the event
message is
related to a job
the Id of that
job will be
written here.

- String All models

UserMessages.Message The text of the
message.

- String All models

UserMessages.ModuleId The ID of the
module that
raised the
event.

- Int All models

UserMessages.Severity The severity of
the user event.
The possible
values are: 
- Info 
- Warning 
- Error 
- FatalError

- Enum All models

UserMessages.Timestamp The time when
the message
occurred in
UTC.

- DateTime All models

UserMessages.AdditionalInfo Additional
service
information for
an event. Used
by service
technicians for
troubleshooting
issues on the
machine.

- String All models

MQTT - Default Configuration
EOSCONNECT Core is deployed with a predefined configuration for the MQTT data provider.  
After setting the host name of the MQTT broker and the machine serial number in the machine configuration file (see the
configuration page for instructions), and restarting the machine, the predefined messages will be sent to the broker. 

The messages and their topics are listed in the table below:

eos-machine/sixxxx/building-platform/position The axis position of the build platform. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/building-platform/temperature The temperature of the build platform. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/building-platform/temperature-set-
point

The set point for the temperature of the
build platform.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/building-platform/speed-set-point The set point, that is used for building
platform axis speed.

data change

Key Description
Data
Unit

Data
Type

Can be used
as a trigger

Available
on

Machine

Message topic Description Trigger



eos-machine/sixxxx/collector-platform/position The current position of the collector
platform.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/dispenser/dosage-factor-set-point The percentage set point, that is used
for dosage.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/dispenser/dosingchamber-count The number of actually dosed
chambers.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/dispenser/dosingchamber-count-
calculated

The number of chambers to be dosed. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/dispenser/fill-level The current filling height of the
dispenser as a percentage of the
maximum filling height. This is a
calculated value that takes the shape of
the dispenser and material in
consideration. This calculation is an
approximation that can deviate by up to
5%.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/dispenser/inert-gas-pressure The actual inerting pressure in
Dispenser.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/dispenser/last-dosing-count The number of the last performed
dosing steps of the dispenser. One step
means emptying one chamber of the
dispensing system.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/dispenser/position The axis position of the dispenser. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/dispenser/linear-axis-speed-set-
point

The set point, that is used for dispenser
linear axis speed.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/dispenser/rotary-axis-speed-set-
point

The set point, that is used for dispenser
rotary axis speed.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/environment/humidity-relative The relative humidity of the machine
environment.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/environment/temperature The temperature of the room where the
machine is installed.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/filter/pressure-
differential

The pressure drop across the filter in the
recirculating filter system. This value is
an indicator of the degree of clogging of
the filter.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/filter/cleanings-
executed

The number of times that a filter
cleaning was executed since the last
filter change.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/filter/cleanings-
remaining

The number of times a filter cleaning
can be undertaken before a filter change
is recommended.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/filter/cleaning-active-
state

State indicating if the filter cleaning
process is currently active.. This value is
an indicator of the degree of clogging of
the filter.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/fine-filter/pressure-
differential

The pressure drop across the fine-filter
in the recirculating filter system. This
value is an indicator of the degree of
clogging of the filter.

data change

Message topic Description Trigger



eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/o2-concentration The oxygen concentration in the
recirculating filter system.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/turbine/power-set-
point

The current power of the turbine. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/turbine/pressure-
differential

The pressure increase created by the
turbine.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/turbine/pressure-set-
point

The set point for the pressure of the
turbine.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/filter/flow The current flow of the turbine. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/filter-system/turbine/flow-set-point The set point for the flow of inert gas in
the turbine.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/inert-gas/flow/argon The current flow rate of the argon inert
shielding gas.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/inert-gas/flow/nitrogen The current flow rate of the nitrogen
inert shielding gas.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/inert-gas/gas-type The type of inert shielding gas used in
the process chamber of the machine.

startup, data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/inert-gas/valve-inlet/position The current proportional position of the
inlet valve for the inert shielding gas.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/info/process-state The current processing state in a
simplified format.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/info/process-state-am The current processing state used in
additive manufacturing.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/info/process-state-eos The process state used by the machine
internally.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/ipc/cpu/load The overall CPU load of the IPC. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/ipc/memory/used The amount of used memory of the IPC. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/ipc/memory/total The total amount of memory available
to the operating system of the IPC in
gigabytes.

startup

eos-machine/sixxxx/ipc/hard-disk/free-space The amount of free space on the data
disk of the IPC.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/laser/1/operating-time The current operating time of laser 1. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/laser/1/temperature The temperature of laser 1. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/laser/2/operating-time The current operating time of laser 2. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/laser/2/temperature The temperature of laser 2. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/laser/3/operating-time The current operating time of laser 3. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/laser/3/temperature The temperature of laser 3. data change

Message topic Description Trigger



eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/laser/4/operating-time The current operating time of laser 4. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/laser/4/temperature The temperature of laser 4. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/process-chamber/door-open Indicates if the process chamber door is
open.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/process-chamber/humidity-
absolute

The absolute humidity inside the
process chamber.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/process-chamber/o2-
concentration/bottom

The oxygen concentration at the bottom
of the process chamber.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/process-chamber/o2-
concentration/top

The oxygen concentration at the top of
the process chamber.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/process-chamber/pressure-relative The pressure in the process chamber
relative to the environment.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/process-chamber/pressure-
absolute

The pressure in the process chamber in
mbar.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/process-chamber/temperature The temperature in the process
chamber.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/recoater/axis-torque The torque of the re-coater axis. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/recoater/position The position of the re-coater. data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/recoater/axis-speed-set-point The set point, that is used for recoater
axis speed.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/recoater/roll-speed-left The speed the left roll of the re-coater is
turning.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/recoater/roll-speed-right The speed the right roll of the re-coater
is turning.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/shutter/1/temperature The temperature of the shutter located
in front of the laser 1.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/shutter/2/temperature The temperature of the shutter located
in front of the laser 2.

data change

eos-machine/sixxxx/exposure/unit-count The number of exposure units the
machine is equipped with.

startup

eos-machine/sixxxx/jobs/current Information about the job currently
being built.

job data changed, job finalized

eos-machine/sixxxx/jobs/last Information about the last built job. job finalized

eos-machine/sixxxx/software/user-messages Information about the user message
issued by the machine.

user message received

eos-machine/sixxxx/software/control-system The control system on which
EOSCONNECT Core is running.

startup

eos-machine/sixxxx/software/print-domain The print domain on the machine. startup

eos-machine/sixxxx/info/brand The name of the manufacturer of the
machine.

startup

eos-machine/sixxxx/info/host-name The network host name of the machine. startup

Message topic Description Trigger



eos-machine/sixxxx/info/material The type of material the machine is
currently equipped with.

startup

eos-machine/sixxxx/info/product-name The product name of the machine. startup

eos-machine/sixxxx/info/serial-number The serial number of the machine. startup

eos-machine/sixxxx/info/technical-model The technical model that describes that
machine.

startup

eos-machine/sixxxx/info/type The type of the machine. (Metal or
Polymer)

startup

Message topic Description Trigger


